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004 SUMMARY

Summary
Internet opened the world for almost everybody, communication is not 
bounded to physical mobility anymore. Resulting in rapid globalization, 
more sharing of knowledge, more focus on specialization and mass 
urbanization. Nowadays, the focus is on gathering as much information 
as possible and connect to the whole world, sometimes people forget 
we are still living in a local environment. To keep up with globalization 
and especially with urbanization high rise residential buildings are built. 
Most of these buildings have as many dwellings as a small neighborhood. 
In contrast to a neighborhood most skyscrapers do not have public 
spaces. Public spaces provide place for residents to interact or to 
organize activities. The relationships, which arise at these places, are 
all based on local connections and contribute to a positive experience 
of the quality of living. Most residents relate the quality of their home 
to their surroundings. With their surroundings they mean, the relation 
with their neighbors, the quality and facilities of their neighborhood and 
the connection with the rest of the city. However, with a lack of public 
spaces in high rise residential buildings, the possibilities of having social 
interaction with neighbors is minimized. 

(Future) residents of a building need to get connected with each other, by 
creating more opportunities for people to meet one and another. People 
who are connected can share the same interests, visions and dreams. 
They can share their ideas about their ideal neighborhood and together 
they can combine them to new ideas. To have the possibility to realize 
their ideas, to create their own, residents must have opportunities to 
influence their surroundings. 

To connect future residents and to involve them in the design process and 
program of their high rise residential building, an online communication 
platform (Looco) is designed. Looco connects (future) residents, citizens 
and professionals and involves the users of the building in the design 
process and determining of the program of the building. The building can 
only be built if future residents collaborate and together make decisions, 
which has influence on the design and program of the building. The 
collaboration between residents is the reason why the building is given 
the name: The Collaborator.
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Next to determining the program, stimulates Looco to share living 
functions. Residents can post on Looco, functions they want to share 
or rent, thus others can respond and they can meet each other. Looco 
also shows them practical benefits of sharing, like the costs. To, stimulate 
residents to share and to make it possible to easily change apartments 
and shared functions, a building with a flexible program is designed. The 
building consists out of two structures, the core structure, which contains 
all public spaces and the façades, and the infill structure, which makes 
it possible to create private spaces in the core structure, with the use 
of a box in a box principle. To create a low threshold for sharing spaces 
a new building system is designed (CoBrick), to easily reduce expand or 
demolish spaces inside the building. CoBrick consist out of 3D printed 
building elements, which can be placed by the residents. Because the 
elements are all 3D printed all kind of layouts are possible, which residents 
can create on Looco.

The Collaborator is shaped to connect to, and to be a continuation of its 
surroundings. The area where the building is in, the Emmasingel Quadrant 
in Eindhoven, is designed to attract citizen to the area with the use of a 
big city park, and commercial activity at the edges. The Collaborator is a 
continuation of the public spaces. In contrast to hallways and lobbies, 
which are mostly found in high rise buildings, The Collaborator has streets 
and squares inside the building, which are a continuation of the outside 
spaces. Those streets and squares are formed by the community, and 
creates places to interact and organize activities. The streets and squares 
are a continuation of the communities social life, it is part of their own 
created surroundings.

Looco connects residents with the same interest, visions and dreams, 
which results in more social interaction between neighbors. Neighbors 
who know each other, who share spaces and facilities and collaborate in 
creating their environment. This all is made possible by a building design 
with a flexible program, which can be easily changed by the residents with 
the use of CoBrick. Resulting in a neighborhood in one building formed 
by an online community. Where people can live in the middle of the city, 
enjoy live, and together with their neighbors pursue their dreams.

SUMMARY
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010 PRELIMINARYPREFACE

“I say to you today, my friends, that in spite of the difficulties and frustrations 

of the moment, I still have a dream.”
Martin Luther King, Jr., 1963

Everybody should have a dream! In my opinion it is important to enjoy life by pursuing your 
dreams. Dreams do not have to come true to live a happy life, but they give a direction and 
a goal to everybody’s life. In my opinion the speech of Martin Luther King, Jr. (1963) is again, 
or even still, relevant this day. An increasing amount of people are moving to other countries 
for all kinds of reasons, consequently different cultures and habits meet and live together in 
ever growing cities. Now, questions arise similar to: how to deal with all these differences? 
To solve these problems, I think we can better focus on the equalities of people and not the 
differences, by looking at peoples’ dreams, interest and visions and come up with a way to put 
them into practice. 

“Cultures and climates differ all over the world, but people are the same. They 

will gather in public if you give them a good place to do it.” 
Jan Gehl, 2012

In my opinion ‘a good place to do it’ (Gehl, 2012) can be formed by the interaction between the 
user and the designer. This involvement of the user, is where this graduation project started. 
I have a fascination for user involvement in the process of design. In my opinion the main 
goal of a designer is to design for the user and its surroundings and, most of the time, not for 
themselves. In all kind of product industries users get involved in the product development, 
thus why not involve residents in the design of their neighborhood? By combining the dreams, 
interest and visions of residents and the expertise of professionals, I think it is possible to 
create good public places, where people gather and interact, in such a way that places arise 
where the focus it is not on the differences between people, but their similarities. Places 
where people can live and enjoy life, places which people can call home.

“Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting the kids working together and 

motivating them, the teacher is the most important.”
Bill Gates

Another fascination of mine is technology, particularly technology in relation to design. 
Questions which interest me are: how can we use technology to make better designs? Or how 
can design improve the experience of technology? A great example is web design, I like to 
design websites for clients, because you must constantly think about the interaction between 
current possibilities in programming (back-end) and the visual appearance (front-end) of a 
website. To create a good design for a website, involvement of all parties is key. I know the 
possibilities of web design in combination with visual appealing layouts, however the client 
knows everything about his business and more importantly his customers, who will be the 
users of the website. Like the quote of Bill Gates indicate, it is not about the technology which 
need to be used, but about the people who used it and what goal they want to achieve.

Preface
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This thesis is part of the graduation 
studio Design Systems & 
Architecture and has as goal to 
develop, use or integrate support 
systems for architects and planners. 
The studio is part of the master 
Architecture, Building and Planning 
(ABP) at the Eindhoven University 
of Technology and is supervised 
by prof. dr. ir. B. (Bauke) de Vries, 
ir. M.H.P.M. (Maarten) Willems and 
ir. ing. A. (Aant) van der Zee. The 
subject of the studio is determined 
by the students themselves. This 
thesis is about the involvement of 
users in the process of building a 
building.

Nowadays, people are constantly 
overwhelmed with new information. 
Due to internet, more information 
is available and this amount of 
information is stacking up. One of 
the consequences is that people 
are involved in almost every process 
and profession. Topics which were 
first totally trusted to the specialist 
are now influenced by the mass 
(Carr, 2008). People want to know 
where products come from, why we 
have certain processes of working, 
and what companies do with all 
the gathered information. The 
specialist must build a network of 

Introduction

relationships to gain trust of costumers and to compete against the rest of the world (Schwarz, 2014). New 
ways of building relations in the globalizing world and the overload of information is the start of the preliminary 
research of this thesis. Subjects like, how to handle new information flows, what influence globalization has 
on city spaces and the role of architecture, the contribution to society and the quality of living with the use of 
technology and architecture are investigated and discussed.

The preliminary research has led to a building design which is supported by a new designed online communication 
platform, which connects (future) residents, citizens and professionals and involves the users of the building 
in the design process and determining of the program of the building. Therefore, the building is called The 
Collaborator (figure 1.1), the building can only be built if the future residents collaborate and together make 
decisions which has influence on the design and program of the building.

This thesis, which explains the research with the use of a design, is divided into three sections, namely ‘Preliminary’, 
‘Extensive’ and ‘Concluding’. The first section contains an introduction to the subject, the preliminary research 
and the resulting research questions. The second section is an in-depth explanation of the final design and 
how this design is formed. The results consist of a developed online communication platform for the Design 
Systems group and a building design for the ABP, architecture group. The third and last section contains all the 
conclusions drawn from the results and recommendations for further research.

Figure 1.1, Names of high rise buildings in de project area
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GLOBALIZATION VS LOCALITY
A century ago everything you needed was locally available (Calthorpe & 
Fulton, 2001). Even though you lived in a big country, most people did 
not travel far from their home, because there was no need to (WGCHD, 
2016). Work, family, food, etc. almost everything was locally available. 
Communication was bound to physical mobility, what resulted in 
communities with shared knowledge, social systems and customs, which 
everyone belonging to that community understood. Nowadays almost 
everybody is a world citizen in a local environment (Schwarz, 2014). 
Internet opened the world for almost everybody, social media connected 
people all over the world and knowledge is no longer bounded to regions 
or communities. At the beginning of the 21th century it looked like there 
were no limits. Everything went more global, successful companies 
sell their products all over the world, politics become more global, the 
European Union got more power and everything always needed to be 
better, bigger and more profitable (AD Editorial Team, 2016). Cities and 
regions can no longer survive on their specialization, they must compete 
against the rest of the world (Maas, 2005). So, to stand out from the 
crowd, to survive, cities and regions must connect their identity to their 
specialization and make it their image, their brand. 

Due to the internet and television, everybody could see important 
changes in the world, natural disasters destroying big parts of the world, 
war, political and economic crisis, epidemics, global warming and much 
more (AD Editorial Team, 2016). These events changed the way we live, 

Preliminary research

Right page, 1.3

Model of New Babylon,

 Contant Nieuwenhuys

Figures
Left page, 1.2 

Map of the New Babylon network, 

Contant Nieuwenhuys

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH
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how we think about the future and how we manage 
the built environment. An increasing amount of people 
get aware of what we are capable of and what impact 
humans have on our planet and other people. This 
global awareness has led to a new trend to do more 
locally from the bottom up (Schwarz, 2014). People 
want a different kind of locality than a century ago, 
but more people are aware they need locality again. 
Therefore, people are revaluing local, local is not bound 
to a place anymore, but it is more the quality of the 

relationship between people. For example, knowing 
what you are eating and where it comes from, who 
has made it, share things with others, built something 
up together with your neighbors. A well-known slogan 
that comes with this kind of thinking is “thing global act 
local” (Schwarz, 2014).

Furthermore, the average size of households is 
shrinking (CBS, 2016). It is common to have households 
of only one person, especially in the urban areas. 

“Tegenover de noodzaak gesteld in korte tijd complete steden te bouwen, presteert men 

het om kerkhoven in gewapend beton aan te leggen, waar grote massa’s van de bevolking 

veroordeeld zijn om te sterven van verveling.” 
(Nieuwenhuys, 1959)

So, to have social contact, people need to go more 
outside their house. However, outside their house, 
in the city, the opportunity to meet other people has 
reduced dramatically compared to a century ago (Gehl, 
2010). This reduction is due to a different view on city 
planning that started in the 1960’s. Old and new cities 
streets are now mostly designed for cars, pushing 
pedestrians to the sides and the entertainment in the 
cities is commercialized (Nieuwenhuys, 1959). Thus, 
social interaction is made almost impossible. Most 

cities do not breath life anymore. In the above quote 
of Constant Nieuwenhuys his vision of new cities is 
described. 

Constant Nieuwenhuys describes that, city space was 
not about the citizens and their needs anymore, but 
only about accommodating those citizens and creating 
big open spaces for transportation. The needs of the 
citizen and the experience of the spaces was not 
important enough.

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH
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THE EXPERIENCE OF SPACES
Until the second world war, most cities where 
designed by experience and thus for people (Gehl, 
2010). Nowadays, the modernist city is designed like 
a machine, focusing mainly on traffic planning and 
leaving almost no room for city space and city life, 
there is no sense for human scale. An increasing 
amount of buildings are designed like uniform blocks 
and ignoring their environment. To compensate the 
lack of public space, huge open areas are designed 
(figure 1.4). These public spaces are mostly oversized 
and therefore people do not want to stay in such 
places and only use it for transportation, because they 
cannot relate the space to themselves.

“It is not numbers, crowds and city size 

that matter but the sense that city space 

is inviting and popular that creates a 

meaningful place.” 
(Gehl, 2010)

Cities and buildings should be designed for people to 
use and bring quality to live, to feel comfortable and 
safe. One way to achieve this is by giving spaces human 
scale. Because, the human scale is the most important 
aspect in a city for people to feel secure and to move 
freely around in a city (Giedion, 1967). These days, it 
is hard to fulfill these primary needs. With the loss of 
human scale, we forget one of the main reasons why 
we built our own environment. Our built environment 
is the intermediary which brings harmony between 
ourselves and nature (van der Laan Stichting, 2016). 
Nature is measureless and boundless. By making 
habitable space and dividing us from nature with the 
use of walls, we create a space with human dimensions 
and thus understandable and relatable for people. 
A space where people can have direct contact with 
society.

SHARING OF FACILITIES
A great example of an artist that tries to visualize his 
vision of a new kind of city, where people can enjoy 
life, is “New Babylon” from Constant Nieuwenhuys. 
New Babylon consist out of a series of paintings 
and models, that are a symbolic representation of a 
dynamic labyrinth (Nieuwenhuys, 1959). It is a dream of 
an idealistic living together. Constant wants people to 
be open to new experiences, communication, meeting 
each other and develop creativity. This way people 
will be happier and we would have a better world. His 
models, maps and paintings illustrate a world that is 

around 15 meters above ground level, and contains 
spaces that can be manipulated by people. The 
existing city is like a canvas of a painting; he is using it 
as a background for his new world.

In New Babylon, everybody is sharing everything. This 
is quite a radical change for a society that is becoming 
more and more individual. But the idea of sharing 
function as much as you like is not new and has led 
already to quite some successful housing types, that 
bring people closer together. For example student 
housing, most students share their kitchen with a 
couple of other students, this sharing of functions 
results in students that cook together, eat together, 
have conversation together and share their thoughts 
and habits. There is liveliness in this kind of student 
houses, even if the house is old and dilapidated or 
messy and dirty inside.

URBANIZATION
Next to the new type of city planning, mass urbanization 
started, since the 1960’s (Gehl, 2010). Due to 
urbanization, the demand for housing in cities will not 
stop for the upcoming decades (PBL, 2015). Thus, we 
should densify our cities to accommodate all these 
people. Now the answer for this mass urbanization 
is high-rise buildings. An increasing amount of these 
high-rise buildings have the same number of residents 
as a small neighborhood, but most of them do not 
offer the same as a neighborhood. In most of those 
buildings there is no room for social city life, and 
almost no shared facilities available. 

High-rise buildings are the new trend in the 21th 
century. Not only the United States of America has 
skyscrapers nowadays. The middle east, Asia and 
even Europe are now building high rise buildings. 
The demand for offices has dropped to almost zero, 
so most of the new high-rise buildings are designed 
to house people. These high rise residential buildings 
are designed for an individualizing society, because 
most of the time there is no connection between 
the floors of the building, what results in a repetition 
of floor plans and no social interaction between 
residents. Furthermore, it is prohibited to go inside 
these buildings, except for the people who live there, 
consequently these buildings do not invite you to go 
there and they certainly give you no reason to stay.

THE INTERNET OF PEOPLE
The Internet of Things (IoT), is a vision to build a world 
where every object can be approached analog as 
well as digital with as purpose to bring order (Nold 
& van Kranenburg, 2011). IoT focusses mainly on the 
connections between machines, and how to manage 

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH
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available data (IoT Council, 2016). As a response on the 
IoT a new group of people, created a new vision based 
on IoT and called it, The Internet of People (IoP). IoP 
focusses on how to bring value to people and not only 
to machines. People and machines are two different 
things, that can complement and not substitute 
each other. The IoP is a new network of relationships 
between people (Nold & van Kranenburg, 2011), it is 
based on co-creative design involving the end user in 
all stages. Thinking global about the type of things we 
produce as well as our social and cultural relations 
in which we act and support this with meaningful 
technologies. This brings us back to locality, we cannot 
deny the connection with the rest of the world, but we 
certainly must not forget our local surroundings. With 
the use of technology, people can be more aware of 
their actions and stimulated to do more local. For 
example, RFI Chips, these chips make it possible to 
follow the whole process of a product, by simply 
storing each stage in the chip. A great example of the 
implementation of these RFI chips is the Bijlmer Euro 
(Nold & Imagine IC, 2011). The Bijlmer euro is like a 
normal euro but with an RFI chip sticker on it. When 
used in participating shops in the Bijlmer, a district 
of Amsterdam, you got a discount on their products. 
Because of the RFI chips, the whole life of the bills 
could be traced and most bills remained in the 
neighborhood and were not spend somewhere else.

ONLINE COMMUNICATION PLATFORM
To encourage new initiatives to do more locally, 
to create more opportunities for people to meet 
one and another, to make spaces relatable and 
understandable for people and to create a new 

solution for urbanization, people who are going to live 
in one building need to get connected with each other. 
Connected with people who share the same interests, 
visions and dreams. One way could be by designing an 
online communication platform for a community that 
is going to live together in one building. This online 
communication platform should encourage interaction 
between (future) residents, by connecting them to the 
right people. When residents are connected, they can 
discuss their ideas about their dream neighborhood 
and gain knowledge about ideas of others. An online 
communication platform can create opportunities to 
share facilities inside the building. Residents can decide 
what to share and with who, and they will be stimulated 
by technology to do so, because technology can show 
them the advantages and disadvantages of certain 
actions before they thought of those consequences. 
So, an online communication platform could be a 
way to use global knowledge to support local, social 
and cultural relations. As a complement to an Online 
Communication Platform, there must be public space 
inside high rise residential buildings where people feel 
secure and safe, space where people can move freely, 
space that invites people and give them a reason to stay, 
space that encourages social interaction. By making 
our surroundings relatable and understandable, 
with the use of human scale, people feel less need to 
leave a space. An online communication platform can 
contribute to these spaces, by showing the possibilities 
of these spaces and help residents to make it their 
own. Thus, by designing a high rise residential building 
with public spaces designed for interaction inside 
the building and the use of an online communication 
platform, research is done to improve the quality of 
the living inside a high rise residential building.

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH
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Research questions

How can the link 
between an online 
communication 
platform and the 
program of a high 
rise residential 
building improve 
quality of living?

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
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How can the link between 
an online communication 
platform and the program of 
a high rise residential building 
encourage social interaction 
between (future) residents?
How can the sharing of facilities be 
implemented in the program of a high 
rise residential building with the use 
of an online communication platform?

What influence has the link between an online 
communication platform and the program of a 
high rise residential building on the experience 
of the building over a period of 10 years?

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
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Location
The world is urbanizing, the demand for housing in cities will not stop 
for the upcoming decade (United Nations, 2014). Eindhoven as well 
expects an increase in population for the coming years (ter Beek, 2015). 
The municipality of Eindhoven wants to accommodate most of these 
new citizens in the city center of Eindhoven. Therefor, the city center 
must become denser and more dwellings should be build. There are two 
main areas in the center of Eindhoven, which are developing rapidly now 
and the municipality has as main goal to create more dwellings in those 
areas. The first area is east of the train station, which was a parking area 
and the second is the former Philips Lightning area, which is in between 
the soccer stadium and 18 Septemberplein and is called the Emmasingel 
Quadrant. 

For this case-study the area of the Emmasingel is chosen. Because for 
this area is a vision to open the area for the public and attract people. The 
realization of this vision started with the redevelopment of the Emmasingel 
Quadrant in the late nineties, with the conversion of the Witte Dame to 
an educational building with on the ground floor commercial functions. 
Subsequently, some other former Philips buildings were redeveloped or 
demolished and new buildings were build. In June 2014, Diederendirrix 
and Buro Lubbers designed a new masterplan, which describes the 
rezoning of the rest of the area that was still not reassigned (Ho, 2016). 
In their plan, they wanted to create a connection between the shopping 
area of the city center and the Strijp-S area, by designing a city park in the 
middle of the Emmasingel Quadrant, which is called the Victoriapark. The 
Victoriapark should open the area up and attract people to come and 
live in the city center of Eindhoven. At the edges of the park, residential 
buildings will be built with on the ground floor space for commercial 
activities to attract even more visitors.

Right page, 1.6

Plot location at 

Emmasingel Quadrant

Scale 1:2500

Figures
Left page, 1.5

Project location and its surroundings

Google Earth

LOCATION
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The masterplan of June 2014, will function as a good base for this case-
study, because the focus of the masterplan is on designing residential 
buildings and good public spaces for residents of Eindhoven. Which is a 
good start to attract people into the area, so spaces will be used, which 
will stimulate interaction between people. The Victoriapark which will be 
a pedestrian area, will continue inside the building of this case-study. A 
neighborhood is created inside the building, which is accessible for the 
public, concequently you will experience a continuation of the streets and 
squares inside the building.

The location of this case-study will be in a zone of the masterplan for the 
Emmasingel Quadrant that is marked in figure 1.6 with a red dashed line.

LOCATION
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Design Concept

The new trends regarding locality, the shrinking size of households, 
the reduced opportunities for people to interact with each other and 
the demand for urbanization described in my preliminary research, 
are translated into a building design. Spaces are created where there 
is room for residents to meet, to build, to pursue their dreams, to feel 
comfortable and safe, to create a community, to bring people in contact 
with each other and to stimulate the new trends regarding locality. With 
my design, I want to show new ways of living, that are supported with 
current and new technologies. Technology which stimulate to share and 
help determine the needs of residents. Because of urbanization, there is 
a lack of space and consequently high rise residential buildings are build. 
The focus of these buildings is mainly on dwelling and public spaces are 
pushed to the sides, to focus more on public spaces for residents a new 
high rise building typology is needed. The vertical neighborhood, which 
is not a city within a building, like a vertical city, but an extension of the 
city inside a building (figure 2.1), which should create opportunities for 
residents to share and to express themselves. Inside high rise residential 
buildings city life should not stop, the streets should continue inside the 
building, so residents are living along an indoor street, where activity can 
take place. A street which not only consists out of doors, but space for 
residents and their activities. Spaces where they can park their bike, sit 
on a bench, have a little garden, chat with neighbors or even start their 
own business. So, these spaces need to be diverse, dwellings must be 
alternated with service and commercial functions, each resident must be 
able to create their own. Like in traditional neighborhoods, where you 
have local facilities which mainly serve the neighborhood. 

The sharing of functions will be an additional way to stimulate residents 
to have more social contact and to build a cohesive community. The 
building will enable residents to easily share functions and expand, reduce 
or demolish these functions depending on their needs (figure 2.2). The 
architecture of the building will communicate these changes to the rest 
of the city with the façade of the building. Each resident has influence 
on their part of the façade and all together they form one façade, which 
illustrates the diversity and coherence of the community.

Bottom, 2.1

Vertical neighborhood concept

Figures
Right page top, 2.2

Concept image

DESIGN CONCEPT
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EMMASINGEL QUADRANT
The buildings at the Emmasingel Quadrant are old industrial 
buildings or new buildings inspired on this industrial typology. 
The buildings have a solid appearance and are quite large 
compared to the buildings in the two residential neighborhoods 
located in the south and west of the area. All the buildings are 
located around the, to be build, Victoriapark, which makes the 
connection between them and the city. The buildings all have 
a similar height off approximately 40 meter, with exception 
of the Ventoseflat which is only 12 meters in height. In the 
southeast corner of the area is a 100-meter residential tower 
and a second tower will be built soon with a height of 80 
meters next to the Philips Lightning building. 

The chosen plot (figure 3.1) has a dimension of 115 by 85 
meters and is defined by a small backside street in the north, a 
street for local traffic in the west, the Victoriapark in the south 
and the ring-road with buffer zone at the west (figure 3.3).

Figure 3.1, plot, scale 1:5000

URBAN DESIGN
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Figure 3.3, boundaries, scale 1:5000

Figure3.4, building heights, scale 1:5000Figure 3.2, Emmasingel Quadrant, scale 1:2000

The Collaborator is composed out of 
two big volumes, like the buildings in 
its surroundings, but with differences 
in height. The large volumes itself are 
composed out of smaller volumes situated 
at the edges, where the apartments 
are situated. The main volume of the 
building has the same height as the 
buildings in the surroundings and the 
lower parts of the volume have the same 
height as the Ventoseflat and form the 
borders of the main square (figure 3.4). 
The main volume has a height accent in 
the Northwest corner of the plot in the 
form of a 100-meter-high tower. At this 
position the tower will be a landmark, like 
the Regent is at the opposite corner of 
the area.

100m

40m

12m

40m

12m

40m

100m

80m

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
For the design, certain design principles derived from the 
preliminary research are followed. To encourage residents to 
start new initiatives to do more locally, to create opportunities 
to meet others, to start/join a community, there must be space 
to do so. This can be done with a, so called, soft edge (Gehl, 
2010). Which should be a transition zone between private and 
public. When you leave a private space through the front door 
and there is no transition zone, you will immediately be on the 
sidewalk. There will be no time to get used to your surroundings 
or to anticipate on what is going on around your house. A 
transition zone will provide space for residents to get used to 
their surroundings. They can acclimatize before entering the 
public space. 

Next there need to be opportunities for residents to meet and 
do activities and thus there needs to be public space inside and 
around the building. Space with quality, where residents want 
to go and especially want to stay. Like squares with benches 
and other elements for people to use. Spaces where they feel 
comfortable to stay. Space to talk with neighbors, to barbeque 
or organize activities for and with neighborhood. These spaces 
also need to be distinguishable from other spaces in other 
neighborhoods, so it is recognizable for the residents and so 
they can identify it as their neighborhood.

URBAN DESIGN
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MAIN SQUARE
With the knowledge of these principles a design for the public space 
is made. In the middle of the plot the main square is created, which is 
connected to the Victoriapark. The square is located at ground level and 
thereby easily accessible. The square will be the main hub for residents to 
meet each other and citizen of Eindhoven. Between the square and the 
park a transition zone is designed. This transition zone let people slowly 
introduce to a more urban environment. This zone creates a transition 
between the park and the square, by introducing similar elements, as 
found on the square and slowly reducing the amount of vegetation found 
in the park. The edges of the square are paved, so people can use it to 
move around the square. Potential businesses can use the paved path 
for their business, so people can watch inside the store what the business 
is offering, or using the edge as a terrace for their restaurant or café.

The square has multiple elements, where people can sit, for example 
plant containers. These elements can also be used for expositions, 
festivals or similar activities. The north side of the square has a lowered 
part, where people can sit in groups or where children can play. This part 
has many corners, edges and movable elements, which creates places 
to sit and interact. People can adjust position of their sitting places by 
moving the orange elements. They can for example move them into the 
sun or shadow, or move multiple elements in one place so they can easily 
have a group conversation.

Figures
Left page, 3.5

Lowered part of square

Right page, 3.6

Impression of main square
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INDOOR STREETS
The building itself is designed as a vertical neighborhood, which means 
that most parts of the building are open to the public and that there 
are no corridors inside the building, only internal streets and squares. 
These streets and squares can be used by the residents to do activities, 
meet others and to personalize it. The structure of the building is used 
to define spaces and create transition zones between private and public. 
All the plots that are destined for housing are divided by slabs with a 
width of 2 meter, which have an offset into the public area (figure 3.7). 
This offset creates a natural transition zone in front of each plot which 
residents can use to create something of their own, like a front garden 
with plants or a bench where they can sit on and watch the streets and 
squares (figure 3.9). Besides, a front-garden is a place for activities in the 
neighborhood. People will use it to just sit in front of their own house and 
watch the neighbors or they make a little garden of it.

To make everything distinguishable and create a hierarchy in main and 
side streets, color is used. The orange color that marks the entrances 
is found inside the building as well to highlight the main routes, which 
are connected to each other at intersections, with stairs, escalators 
and elevators to bring visitors to higher levels. Multiple public elevated 
outdoor spaces are created and each of them has a view on the main 
square, so people can orientate where they are inside the building.

PARKING
An area at the north side of the 
building is reserved for parking. 
The building has no underground 
parking, because the space used 
for underground parking has a 
limited amount of functions where 
the space could be reassigned to, 
which fits not in the philosophy of 
the building. The building should be 
able to house all different kinds of 
functions depending on the need. 
So, the parking places assigned in 
the building, could also be space 
used for housing or something else 
and the other way around. When 
it occurs that, there is no space 
available for parking, but there 
is still need, many possibilities in 
the surroundings of the plot are 
available to rent a parking space 
(figure 3.8).
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Figures
Left page top, 3.7

schematic floorplan with transition zone

Left page bottom, 3.8

Parking map, scale 1:5000

Right page, 3.9

Impression of indoor street with transition zone
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Inspiration

DE KERSENTUIN, UTRECHT, THE NETHERLANDS
De Kersentuin is a project, initiated by residents and maintained by residents of a small 
neighborhood in Utrecht. The residents where already involved with the design phase of the 
neighborhood and now live all in their own house or apartment that is situated around a small 
park where they also have a shared house, with multiple functions, like a washing room, a living 
room, a project room and some other small functions. Everything is 100% maintained by the 
residents. Next to sharing space, they also share cars, equipment and other things they do not 
use daily.

An example project of resident participation 
in the design process and a project where 
residents are still managing a part of a street 
together and maintain a community.

Functions that are shared with other 
residents, maintaining and managing 
common interests, clear separation between 
private and common property.

Make residents responsible by connecting 
the common property to the private property 
and give the residents a feeling of ownership 
of common property by letting them have 
influence in the interpretation of spaces.

Characteristics
Interest

Inspiration

LOOCO
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SPACE-S, EINDHOVEN, THE NETHERLANDS
“Create your own” is the slogan of Space-S, a new developed area of Strijp-S. The plot is owned 
by a housing corporation, that wanted to do something different. Instead of making decisions 
for the building by the employees of the corporation and the architect, now interested future 
residents could make decisions and give input about their ideas of designing a new building. 
With as goal to build a community with all the residents before they even live there. So, the 
residents had influence on their own house, the shared functions and the public spaces. Thus, 
the building will have a shared living room, activity room, sleeping room for guests and two 
conservatories, which one of them and the living room will contain washing machines.

Future residents have much impact on the design of a 
new building. The residents want to create a community.

Dialog between residents, architect and building 
cooperation. Initiatives of residents to share functions 
inside their building.

Procedures of involving residents in the design process 
of a building. If residents want something, they must 
manage it themselves, with if necessary help of 
professionals, but never the other way around. The 
initiatives lie with the residents.

Characteristics
Interest

Inspiration

Residents had also influence 
on their own house, therefore 
there is now a wide range 
of typologies in the building, 
examples are student rooms, 
lofts, multiple room apartments 
and work/living apartments. To 
manage everything, they made 
resident initiatives workgroups, 
which are groups of residents, 
that will take care of managing 
certain subjects, like manage 
cleaning. Because, residents 
are going to clean all shared 
spaces and will do small 
maintenance of these spaces.

Figures
Left page, 4.1

Kersentuin resident meeting

Nationale duurzame huizen route

Right page, 4.2

Space-S Co creation finale

Woonbedrijf
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(Semi-)public space designed for residents will be used more if residents 
get affinity with the space, space where they get the feeling of ownership 
off. Residents need to get involved with the building they get to live in. They 
will be the ones who are going to use it the most not the contractor, not the 
architect, not the owner and so on. Furthermore, the quality of housing is not 
only determined by the houses itself, but mostly by the neighborhood where 
it is located in (Bontjer & Büch, 2016). Residents determine the quality and 
experience of their house, mostly based on the neighborhood the house is 
standing in and characteristics like, the view, who is the neighbor, are facilities 
nearby, etc. To influence these qualities, residents need to participate in the 
process of building a building from the start. The participation of residents 
in the process of building will take more time in the preface, but eventually 
it will result in less problems with annoyances between neighbors, vacancy, 
loneliness, maintenance and management of the building (Bontjer & Büch, 
2016). Because residents will feel responsible for the space, where they feel 
ownership off.

ONLINE COMMUNICATION PLATFORM
Looco, an online communication platform, which is a communication tool, is 
specially designed to get residents involved to participate in the process of 
building a building. Looco will involve (future) residents in the design, build 
and maintenance process of a residential building. Residents can share their 
ideas about their dream neighborhood and show them to others. Residents 
are connected, and more importantly connected with others who have the 
same ideas and visions. Together they can realize their ideas and vision. Looco 
will help them to get a better understanding of the feasibility of their ideas, by 
calculating the cost and showing the benefits of sharing functions with others. 
The architect and other professionals use the information of Looco to make 
a design for public spaces in the building and they post the design back on 
Looco, so they can reflect if their interpretation meets the ideas and visions of 
the residents. In this way, the professionals will widen their view on buildings 
and design as well. Residents will come with ideas, professionals do not think 
of or ideas they will call impossible and not beneficial. But when a group of 
residents is convinced about their idea, a more in depth research is done and 
it can turn out to be possible or beneficial still.

Looco

ProfessionalsLOOCO

Residents

Figures
Left page, 4.3

Concept of Looco

Right page, 4.4

Promotion poster Looco

LOOCO
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Your ideas about 
a certain theme / space

Photograph examples
Search images of refrences

Place them on Looco

Rate other pictures

Build a neighborhood together
Inspiration

Figure 4.5, explanation inspiration stage
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Together

Place it on Looco

React and let know you want it

Professional

Make the ideas explicit

Build a neighborhood together
Orientation

Figure 4.6, explanation orientation stage
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Join a workgroup

Neighbors

Build a neighborhood together

Make a plan for realization

Realize the project

Realization

Figure 4.7, explanation realization stage
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DESIGN STAGES
The main goal of Looco is communication between 
all involved parties and help them to create a better 
living environment for residents. Looco has three 
stages of operation, which make clear which role 
Looco has in the overall design process. First the 
‘inspiration’ stage (figure 4.5), the goal of this stage 
is to gather information about all the visions and 
dreams of residents, so future discussions will have 
context. This stage, will be mostly used in the design 
stage of the building, because nothing is tangible jet. 
When the building is built, the ‘inspiration’ stage can 
be used to gather ideas about certain subjects and to 
gather ideas what to do with certain spaces inside the 
building. During the design process, information of the 
‘inspiration’ stage can be used to make more detailed 
ideas about public spaces, so the sizes of these spaces 
inside and around the building can be determined. 
The ‘inspiration’ stage is divided into relevant subjects, 
for example roof terrace and shopping, to organize all 
the information. Thus, residents can react on subjects 
that are relevant for the current state of the building/
design process.

The second stage is the ‘orientation’ stage (figure 4.6), 
here residents come together with a professional, to 
make their ideas of the ‘inspiration’ stage more explicit. 
Here they discuss the possibilities and feasibility of 
ideas and combine them into one or multiple ideas 
where a group of residents is satisfied with. These 
more explicit ideas are posted on Looco, so everybody 
can respond. These posts explain what the ideas are, 
what function they need, how the space will be and 
what the goal is of the facility. Other residents can 
respond on the post and let know if they want to use 
a certain facility. When they do so, they will get live 
feedback what this has as consequence on the spaces 
in the building and their budget. The ‘orientation’ stage 
is also used, to check if there are substantial objections 
or ideas about improvements, if so residents can 
discuss these objections and improvements and 
change the ideas if needed. When changes are made, 
all the residents who have responded will be notified, 
so they can adjust their response if desired. 

The third stage is the ‘realization’ stage (figure 4.7), a 
workgroup of residents is formed to make a realization 
plan. They discuss if it is possible to realize the ideas 
on their own or if they must hire professionals to make 
everything possible. On Looco they can notify other 
residents of the group and ask for volunteers and 
communicate extra costs of the project.

THIRD PARTIES
Looco is designed to connect people, to help them 
to realize their dreams and to create a better living 
environment by involving residents in the design 
process. Looco also connects residents with the 
rest of the world. Looco creates a community where 
everybody can be part of even if you are not living 
inside the building of the community. For example 
commercial activities, companies, associations and 
institution, can join the community and apply for a 
space inside the building for their activities, by placing 
their ideas (‘orientation’ stage) on Looco. They must 
describe who they are, what they want to do and 
what they need inside the building. Residents can 
respond on these commercial activities and see, what 
(financial) benefits it will have for them, when they let 
them rent space in the building.

Third parties will increase social interaction, because 
there will be more people involved in the community 
and there will be more users of the facilities in the 
building. Next to more social interaction, third parties 
will pay rent or service charge for using facilities and 
spaces inside the building, which can be used by 
resident to finance (semi-) public facilities inside the 
building.

Next to commercial activities, also individuals can 
join the community. The joining of people who do 
not live inside the community building, will create 
an extra connection to the outside world. This way, 
others who are interested in the community are 
not excluded and will promote the community to 
relatives. When individuals join, they can join groups 
and help building the community and use facilities 
of the building. If they decide they want to live in the 
building after all, depending on their contribution to 
the community, they will get priority on living in the 
community building compared to people who did not 
join the community before.

LOOCO
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COPOINTS & COCOINS
CoPoints (community points) are a representation of 
the contribution to the community by a community 
member. A member with more points will get priority 
in choosing spaces inside the building to build their 
house. Residents who already life in the building and 
do not want to move or expand their apartment can 
convert earned CoPoints into CoCoins, which will give 
them financial benefits. CoCoins (community coins) 
is the local currency of the community. CoCoins are 
introduced to increase local social interaction by 
stimulating the local economy. Commercial parties 
who want to establish inside the building are obliged to 
offer a discount if costumers pay with CoCoins, which 
makes it appealing to be part of the community and 
adds local value on top of the financial value. Members 
of the community can earn CoPoints by participating in 
the community, like doing maintenance or help building 
spaces. They can convert the CoPoints to CoCoins to 
buy goods or use facilities. Earning CoPoints should 
not be the main goal of participating in the community, 
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only an impulse and recognition of the work that is 
done. To achieve this goal, the value of the CoPoints 
will not be as high as a normal salary. Members will 
participate, because they want to contribute to the 
community, their neighborhood, and to meet others, 
to participate with others. The CoCoins are only a nice 
extra, an incentive to participate. So, if members are 
willing to participate, the cost for maintenance will be 
lower than hiring companies to do the maintenance, 
which is beneficial for all members, more money will 
be available to finance facilities or the service charge 
can be lowered.

In short, CoPoints can only be earned by participating 
in the community. They can be used to get priority 
in choosing a location or they can be converted into 
CoCoins. CoCoins can only be bought either with 
CoPoints or with euros. CoCoins can be converted to 
euros however a fee will be applied, to stimulate local 
transactions.

LOOCO
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Get service charge back

Get points

Get discount on facilities

Do something for 
your neighborhood

Collecting points
CHOOSING A LOCATION FOR A HOUSE
Looco is also used in the process of choosing a layout 
for a house and its location in the Collaborator. 
The first time when a location will be chosen, many 
residents must choose a location for their house at 
the same time. To organize this process CoPoints are 
used, the resident with the most points can choose 
first, then the resident with second most points and so 
on. This way the residents who participated the most 
will be rewarded, by the fact that they can choose a 
location for their apartment first. Once a space is 
claimed another resident cannot choose it anymore. If 
a group of residents wants to share private functions, 
they must choose a location at the same time, so the 
average of CoPoints of these households determine 
their position in the choosing order.

In the allocation process, first the CoPoints will be 
frozen, so the order of choosing cannot be changed. 
All the residents can see the generated list with the 
order on Looco. When residents have the same 
amount of points a lottery will be applied to determine 
their order. Then the residents will be separated into 
smaller groups, each resident of the first group can 
choose their top 3 in a certain period. When all the 
spaces in the top 3 of a resident are occupied by a 
resident who has more points, the resident will get 
a notification and must choose another available 
location in a certain time limit. When all the residents 
of the first group have chosen a location, the second 
group can choose a top 3 out of the spaces that are left 
and the same process is repeated until all residents 
have a location allocated.

Residents will move out of the building and new 
residents will move in. When there is space for new 
residents available, members of the community can 
apply for a space inside the building. The allocation 
of spaces to new residents is similar to the first 
allocation of spaces. Only people who are member 
of the community can apply for a space, a member 
must have at least the minimum required amount of 
CoPoints to apply and when multiple members apply, 
the member with the most CoPoints will get priority in 
choosing.

Shared facilities will be allocated in the building 
before the residents can choose a location for their 
apartment. The required location desired by facilities 
must already be chosen and communicated to the 
residents on the platform in the orientation stage. This 
way residents already know where which facilities will 
be in the building, which can have influence on their 
desired location.

Figures
Left page, 4.8

Processes of  CoPoints/CoCoins

Right page, 4.9

Explanation of CoPoints/CoPoints
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CHOOSING A LAYOUT
Before residents can choose a location, they can 
already explore the possibilities of choosing a layout 
for a house. In this way residents, can determine how 
many square meters they need and if they want to have 
a multiple story apartment or a one level apartment. 
When they want to share private functions with other 
residents they can experiment with different kind of 
layouts and connections between the apartments. In 
this stage, when there is no time pressure, they can 
hire an architect who can design a layout principle 
for their house, so the architect can show them the 
different possibilities of a certain layout in combination 
with a space.

When residents have chosen a location, they can 
choose a final layout for their house, with the use 
of Looco. Residents have three option to start with, 
first is starting from scratch, the second is starting 
with a standard layout or a layout shared by another 
resident and the third option is hiring an architect. 
When residents are finished, they can choose to share 
their design with other residents, which will earn them 
CoPoints. The final layout is processes and send to 
the 3D printer, Looco will give an indication about the 
finishing date and time. When the building blocks are 
printed, the residents have two options again. The first 
option is to hire professionals who build the elements 
which prevent from falling of the building, making it 
save for residents to build the rest by themselves or 
they hire professionals to build the whole apartment.

FLOORPLAN BUILDER

SUBMIT
First floorGround floor

HELP ME!3D VIEW

BASIC ELEMENTS

BATHROOM ELEMENTSSELECT AN ELEMENT AND THE 
OPTIONS WILL APPEAR HERE

KITCHEN ELEMENTS

FURNITURE
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INSIDE

RealisationRealisation

LOCATION

Select level UPDATE

Floorplan level 3 Section selected unit

SUBMIT
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Square meters  selected

Available Occupied Selected Currently selected

Figure 4.10, screenshot of choosing a location, Looco

Right page, 4.11

Screenshot of floorplan builder, Looco
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Explanation of scenarios
This chapter will explain the whole process residents need 
to proceed when they want to join the community and live in 
the building. In the first scenario, we will follow Bob de Vries. 
All his actions are illustrated in circles with a description of 
the action underneath. The color of the circle illustrates the 
different processes, orange is for all the general actions 
Bob will do, blue indicates all the actions about shared living 
functions, so most of them are bounded to his apartment, 
green indicates all the actions concerning commercial 
activities and the dark blue (almost black) circles indicate the 
actions of professionals or administrators, which influence 
actions of Bob. If a process is interrupted, but continues 
further on another page, a small circle is drawn to indicate 
that the process continues further on in the scenario. At the 
bottom of the pages you will find a timeline which indicates 
in which stage (described in the previous chapter) we are 
in. In between the actions screenshots and posters are 
displayed to illustrate the actions, somethimes dashes lines 
indicate in which action the screenshot or poster is included. 
Most of the actions are described in more detail elsewhere 
in this thesis, if so a page number is indicated. The process 
of Looco is also displayed in two functions diagrams, which 
can be found in appendix 2 on page 136. The functions are 
indicated with D or E in a rhombus.

Action of professionals
p. 000 (page number 

with more detailed 
information)

General action

Shared living function 
action

Commercial activity 
action

Continues 
further on

Continuation of process Included in action

D1

Function D1 on 
page 136/137

SCENARIOS
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5.1, Promotion poster

5.2, Initial members

Bob de Vries
Is a single man who, who wants 
to join the community to share 
a living spaces with others. So, 
he does not have to live on his 
own all the time. Bob also wants 
to esteblish his own shop, where 
he sells his hand made wooden 
cases for electrical divices.

Member for scenario

Bob sees promotion 
poster and signs up on 

Looco.nl

D1
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GALLERY
Jacques / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

CAFÉ
Giovanni / Arts & Crafts

Your
Rating:

RELAX AND MEET
Maud / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

BAKERY
Giovanni / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

MEETINGROOM
Daniel / Arts & Crafts

WORKSHOP
Bart / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

WORKSHOP
Bob / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

SHOP
Daniel / Arts & Crafts

Your
Rating:

WORKSHOP
Jacques / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

Rate:

WORKING AND LIVING TOGETHER

Inspiration

Upload your own

Posting inspiration
on the working and 

living together page on 
Looco

Inspiration stage

GALLERY
Jacques / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

CAFÉ
Giovanni / Arts & Crafts

Your
Rating:

RELAX AND MEET
Maud / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

BAKKERY
Giovanni / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

MEETINGROOM
Daniel / Arts & Crafts

WORKSHOP
Bart / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

SHARED LIVING & KITCHEN
Bob / Shared living

Rate:

SHOP
Daniel / Arts & Crafts

Your
Rating:

WORKSHOP
Jacques / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

Rate:

WORKING AND LIVING TOGETHER

Inspiration

Upload your own

Bob reacts on the post 
about beginning your 
own shop on Looco

figure 5.6, p.52

Bob makes his idea 
more explicit of 

sharing a living & 
kitchen and posts it on 

Looco
figure 5.7, p.53

Bob gets positive 
reactions on sharing a 

living & kitchen

Orientation stage

Rating inspiration of 
others

figure 5.5

E1

5.3, Inspiration post

5.4, Inspiration post

E3

E2

D2

D4

D5
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GALLERY
Jacques / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

CAFÉ
Giovanni / Arts & Crafts

Your
Rating:

RELAX AND MEET
Maud / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

BAKERY
Giovanni / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

MEETINGROOM
Daniel / Arts & Crafts

WORKSHOP
Bart / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

WORKSHOP
Bob / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

SHOP
Daniel / Arts & Crafts

Your
Rating:

WORKSHOP
Jacques / Arts & Crafts

Rate:

Rate:

WORKING AND LIVING TOGETHER

Inspiration

Upload your own

5.5, Rating inspiration of others
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STALL / SHOP ARTS & CRAFTS

Orientation

Posted by: Workgroup Working & Living Together / Februari 2017 / Arts & Crafts

02:04:28:15

RESPOND

STALL / SHOP NAME:

Type name here

Choose category

CATEGORY:

EXTRA FACILITIES I WANT:

Water

Electricity

Internet

Electric sliding door

EXPECT YEARS OF USE

1

8
SUBMIT

COST PER MONTH

Choose size

NUMBER OF SQUARE METERS:

EXTRA FACILITIES I WANT TO USE:

Café

Meeting room

Exposition room
Expected

CATEGORY
Arts & Crafts

LOCATION
Public accessible

DAYLIGHT
Yes

RESPONSES
8

MORE DETAILS

5.6, Bob responds on the post about 
beginning your own shop and can see 
the costs if he select certain options

Orientation stage

SCENARIOS
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KITCHEN & LIVINGROOM

Orientation

Posted by: Bob / Februari 2017 / Private, Livingspaces

07:22:01:34

RESPOND

SOMETHING ABOUT YOURSELF / FAMILY:

Content....

DO YOU WANT THE KITCHEN BOUNDED TO YOUR HOUSE:

Yes

No

NUMBER OF FAMILY MEMBERS

1

15

SUBMIT

COST PER MONTH

AVAILABLE FOR MEETING OF OTHER FAMILIES ON:

21th @ 20:00

22th @ 20:00

23th @ 20:00

Expected

CATEGORY
Livingspaces

ACCESSIBLE
Private

OWNER
Shared

RESPONSES
3

MORE DETAILS

24th @ 14:00

24th @ 19:00

24th @ 21:00

5.7, Bobs post for sharing a living & kitchen with neighbors

SCENARIOS
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Orientation stage

Bob meets with 
working and living 

together workgroup

Architect & other 
professionals are 

present to guide the 
process

Make ideas about 
requested facilities 

explicit
Bob post the ideas for 
a workshop prepared 
by the workgroup on 

Looco
figure 5.10

GSEducationalVersion

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Workshop

3D printing
room

Storage

Exposition
room

Shop

Shop

Café

Shop

Shop

Drawn first version of 
floorplans

5.8, Scale 1:200, the complete floorplans 
of this scenario can be found on p.96 

5.9, Rendering of workshop

D2

D3
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WORKSHOP

Orientation

Posted by: Workgroup Working & Living Together / Februari 2017 / Arts & Crafts

02:04:28:15

RESPOND

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF VISITS

1 week

WE/I WILL USE THIS FACILITY MOST DURING:

Weekdays

Weekends

WE/I WILL USE THIS FACILITY MOST DURING:

Morning

Afternoon

Evening

Night

NUMBER OF FAMILY MEMBERS WHO WILL USE THE FACILITY

1

EXPECT YEARS OF USE

1

MAXIMUM COST PER MONTH

1

8

SUBMIT

COST PER MONTH

34
TOTAL USERS

54
SQUARE METERS

Expected

CATEGORY
Arts & Crafts

LOCATION
Private

DAYLIGHT
Partly

RESPONSES
25

MORE DETAILS

5.10, Posting the ideas about the workshop 
on Looco, so others can respond

SCENARIOS
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Orientation stage

Bob got feedback 
on the post for the 

workshop

Together with the 
workgroup

The layout of the 
workshop is changed

Everybody who 
responded get a 

notification about the 
change

Bob goes to a 
meeting to define the 

main square

Together they make 
plans for the main 

square

Others of the group 
make the plans more 

explicit
p.29, Urban design

5.11, Ideas arise 
about elements where 

people can sit on

5.12, The group wants 
trees and other plants 
on the main square

SCENARIOS
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Bob goes to a 
meeting to get to 

know the people who 
responded on the 
sharing of a living 

space

Realization stage

SUBMISSIONS

Realisation

Generated for: Workgroup Working & Living Together / March 2017 / Arts & Crafts

LOCATION

STALL / SHOP

Submissions
   25m2

   50m2

   75m2

   100m2

SUMMARY

14
1
5
7
1

Show submissions

WORKSHOP

Submissions
   1 day
   2 days
   3 days
   4+ days

SUMMARY

32
3
7
4

18

Show submissions

CAFÉ

Submissions
Use for meetings
Square meters
Open public

SUMMARY

120
48
80

yes

Show submissionsSquare meters
Storage
Storage sqm

200
9

36

MEETING ROOM

Submissions
   Daily
   Weekly
   Monthly
   Yearly
Amount of persons
Square meters
Connect with cafe

SUMMARY

53
23
20

7
3

2-12
24

Yes

Show submissions

Select level UPDATE

Floorplan level 3 Section selected unit

SUBMIT

25
M2

Square meters  selected

5.13, Calculated parameters by Looco at the end of the orientation stage

Together they make 
possible layout plans for 

their living & kitchen
p. 45, Layout editor

The average amount of 
CoPoints of the group 
who is going to share 

is calculated
p.42, CoPoints

Together they choose 
a location where they 

want to live
p. 44, choosing location

D3
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Realization stage

Architect uses all the 
information of the 

workgroups to change the 
design of the building

Changes are 
communicated on 

Looco to the future 
residents

5.14, Building in its context, scale 1:2000

5.15, The Collaborator, isometric view

SCENARIOS
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Architect is hired to 
make a layout for all the 
apartments and share 

spaces

Together with an 
architect Bob and 

his neighbors make 
layouts for their 

apartments

The layouts of all the 
connected apartments 

are made

The CoBricks are 
3D printed and the 

apartments can be built.
The CoBrick system is 

fully explained in the next 
chapter, p. 72

GSEducationalVersion

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Shop Shop
Café

Workshop

5.16, Scale 1:200, the complete floorplans 
of this scenario can be found on p. 98 

GSEducationalVersion

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Workshop

3D printing
room

Storage

Exposition
room

Shop

Shop

Café

Shop

Shop

5.17, Bobs apartment with attached 
shop, a stair which he shares with his 
neighbor to go upstairs to the shared 

living & kitchen. Scale 1:200, p.96

D6

D7

D8
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Living stage

5.18, Render of shared living & kitchen as shown in figure 5.16

5.19, Render of shared living & kitchen with new neighbor 10 years later

SCENARIOS
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Bob and some other 
members of the 

workgroup

Make a plan for realizing 
the workshop

Residents who 
volunteer to help

The CoBricks are 
3D printed and the 

apartments can be built.
The CoBrick system is 

fully explained in the next 
chapter, p. 

5.20, Render of Bobs’ apartment and shop as shown in figure 5.17

D6

D7

D8
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The workgroup wants 
a bigger Workshop

They make plans for 
extension with layout 

editor on Looco
p. 45, Layout editor

They extension is 
placed on Looco for 

aprovement

New plans are aproved 
and new CoBricks are 

printed
p.72, CoBricks

10 years later

GSEducationalVersion

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Workshop

3D printing
room

Storage

Exposition
room

Shop

Shop

Café

Shop

Shop

Shop

5.21, Scale 1:200, the complete floorplans 
of this scenario can be found on p.97

5.22, Rendering of workshop with extension

D9

D10

D11
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Bobs neighbor does not 
want to share the living 

& kitchen anymore. Now 
three option are possible 

depending on the decision 
they made about the 

ownership when building 
the shared stair

Bobs neighbor extens 
his house with the 
missing functions

p. 97

A post is made on 
Looco to search for 
a new neighbor who 

wants to share

When they did decide that Bob 
is the owner of the stair. No 

problem occurred, the neighbor 
can remove the door to the stair 
and stop paying rent to Bob for 

using the stair

When they did decide that the 
neighbor is the owner of the stair, 
Bob must buy the stair from the 

neighbor or he must build his 
own stair to the shared rooms in 

his own apartment

When they did decide to be both 
owner of the stair, the neighbor is 

obliged to sell his part to Bob.
When building the apartments the 
only option to build a stair was the 

current position, so Bob and his 
neighbor chose this option

Bob wants to eat 
with his neighbors 
and offers to cook

Bob makes an 
announcement on 

Looco

5 neighbors 
respond

With the 6 of them they are 
eating in the shared kitchen

E4

E5

E6

D2
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Other scenarios

Family Jansen is living in a 
nice spacious apartment. 

Which is also connected to 
the shared living & kitchen

GSEducationalVersion

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Café

Meeting
rooms

5.23, Scale 1:200, the complete floorplans 
of this scenario can be found on p.100

GSEducationalVersion

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Café

Meeting
rooms

5.24, Scale 1:200, the complete floorplans 
of this scenario can be found on p.101

Daughter is going to 
college at the other 
side of the country

Mother decide to 
reduce the size of her 
apartment to reduce 
the rent she has to 
pay every month

SCENARIOS
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GSEducationalVersion

A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Restaurant

Fitness

Bathroom

5.25, Scale 1:200, the complete floorplans of 
this scenario can be found on p.102/104

Family de Rooij is living in a 2-story 
apartment on the top floors (light 

blue) and Daniel is living in a 3-story 
apartment next to them (dark blue).

Daniel is moving out

Family de Rooij apply 
for the space used by 

Daniels apartment

Family de Rooij has the 
most CoPoints so they can 
buy the space from Daniel

CoPoints p.42

GSEducationalVersion

A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Restaurant

Fitness

Bathroom

5.26, Scale 1:200, the complete floorplans of 
this scenario can be found on p.103/105

D4

D5
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Inspiration

NEXT21, OSAKA, JAPAN 
Yositika UTIDA

NEXT21 is built as an experiment with 
certain research objectives (KENDALL, 
Prof. Dr. Stephen, 2000). The building 
is designed with a two-step housing 
supply system, which means that there 
are two groups of elements, the first 
group consists of long-life elements 
and the second group out of short-life 
elements. The first group will form the 
main structure of the building and the 
second the actual dwellings inside the 
building. This way the dwellings can 
be adjusted or demolish and replaced 
with new dwellings. The building will 
maintain its place in the city space, 
but at the same time the needs of 
the inhabitants can be reflected 
repeatedly. The building system itself 
is separated in four groups according 
to their lifespan and build separately. 
Which makes it possible to move wall, 
toilets, etc. and it makes it easy to 
replace systems inside the building. 
The building has three zone types, 
that are based on a 90-centimeter 
grid (Kim, Brouwer, & Kearney). The 
housing zone has modular sizes, 
which are all 7.2 meters in length. 
Than you have the street zones that 
have a width of 3.6 meters. Lastly the 
public zones that are 10.8 x 10.8 or 
10.8 x 9.6 meter in size.

The possibility of the building to 
change its layout and infill but still 
retain most of its architectural 
expression.

Strict separation of building 
elements, over dimensioned 
structure, different zones for 
different kind of functions.

The implementation of the building 
system and the usage of zones to 
determine transportation, public 
and private space.

Characteristics
Interest

Inspiration

Figures
Left page, 6.1

View on Next 21

Studio Marco Piva, 2012

Right page, 6.2

House when finished by contractor and 

when finished by residents

ELEMENTAL, 2013
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SOCIAL HOUSING, CHILI
Alejandro Aravena, designed a typology for housing, that 
is repetitive and uniform, and therefor cheap and easy 
to build, but residents can still make it their own. This 
personalization gives residents the feeling of ownership 
of their home. They can identify themselves with their 
own house. The base of every home is the same, it 
contains the main functions that are not movable, like 
the kitchen, toilet and bathroom. Personalization was 
not the main reason, for this typology. The houses are 
half finished, to create a bigger house on a bigger plot, 
than the residents can normally afford. So later, when 
the residents have saved some money again, they can 
expand their house easily by themselves without the 
use of a contractor.

Give residents the freedom to 
create their own, but with set 
boundaries. Thinking about the 
future, by over dimensioning.

Repetitive design, with room for 
interpretation by the residents. 
Give residents more, by giving 
them less.

Setting the right boundaries and 
limiting residents, can result in 
more possibilities because of 
stimulating creativity.

Characteristics
Interest

Inspiration

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
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SHARING
The average size of households is shrinking and more 
apartments for one member households are needed 
(CBS, 2016). Thus, there are less opportunities for 
interaction between people. People need to go outside 
to have social interaction. Next to social interaction, 
more space to house all those people is needed. 
Every apartment needs its own bathroom, kitchen and 
washing room, however most of them will be used 
on average only once a day. Why not share functions 
that people are willing to share. Looco is designed to 
connect people who want to share private functions. 
Residents who want to share private functions can post 
information about these functions and themselves on 
Looco, so others can respond and join if they want. The 
same principle can be applied for short term sharing. 
When residents want to rent out (parts of) their house, 
they can post it on Looco, other residents can respond 
and rent the space from each other.

Sharing spaces with neighbors and other residents of 
the city will increase physical interaction and thereby 
social interaction. The possibility to share is not only 
good for social interaction, but it will also reduce costs 

and it is good for the environment. To make it possible 
to share, there must be space available to share. 
There are two type of spaces inside the building. Public 
spaces with all kind of dimensions and private spaces 
which all have the same dimension. Shared functions, 
facilities and houses, can all be created everywhere in 
the building. This asks for a high degree of flexibility 
inside the building. Shared functions that are bounded 
to a house ask for even more flexibility, because what 
if residents decide not to share anymore? Do you 
need to demolish your whole house and build a new 
one, or is it possible to remove only the unused parts 
and replace them with new desired ones? Figure 6.3 
shows the desired possibilities of flexibility for these 
functions, shared spaces are marked in orange.

Traditional linear buildings have plots only next to each 
other, which makes the sharing of house bounded 
functions impossible for more than 2 households. In 
a vertical neighborhood, you can make advantage of 
the stacking of dwellings, by not only attaching spaces 
horizontally, but also vertically. In figure 6.5 a space is 
now shared with four households instead of two.

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
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All kind of functions can house inside the building. The 
building is designed, with flexibility and durability as 
goal. A certain space can be an apartment one day and 
the other day a fitness center. To achieve this flexibility, 
the building has 2 independent structures. The first 
structure is the core structure of the building (black 
in figure 6.6) and defines the public spaces including 
the streets and squares.  The second structure forms 
closed spaces inside the core structure (red in figure 
6.6), so dwellings and facilities can be built. Because 
this infill structure uses the box in a box principle, the 
infill can always be expanded, reduced or demolished, 
and thus change its function. 

The core structure of the building, creates two types 
of spaces, which make a whole range of functions 
possible. Firstly, you have the 3D plots (red in figure 
6.4), that are all at the edge of the building volume 
and all have a width of 3.9, depth of 7.8 and a height 
of 3.2 meter including structural elements. Secondly 
you have all the indoor streets and squares (orange 
in figure 6.4), which are in between the 3D plots. As 
mentioned in the preliminary research, a way to 
involve people in city life is by giving spaces human 
scale. So, the public spaces in between the 3D plots 
differ in size, but always have a maximum height of 4 
stories, to never lose connection between the public 
and private space, which is lost on the 5th story (Gehl, 
2010). The inside squares and streets are further 
explained at the Architectural section of this thesis on 
page 86.

G
SEducationalVersion

A

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19
20

21
22

23
24

Figures
Leftpage, 6.3

Desired flexibility when 2 

households are sharing a space, 

orange is shared space.

Right page top, 6.4

Part of floorplan with public spaces 

(orange), private spaces (red)

Right page middle, 6.5

Sharing when stacking apartments, 

orange is shared space

Right page botom bottom, 6.6

Box in a box principle
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DO IT YOURSELF
The infill structure, creates spaces with privacy, a comfortable climate and 
boundaries for private property. These spaces can be built and changed 
easily, to create a high degree of flexibility. Here the ‘Do it yourself’ concept 
is applied with the use of a new developed building system, the CoBrick, 
that can easily be placed and removed without a professional. Residents 
can make layouts for their spaces online with Looco. First the resident 
must choose the location in the building, so all the structural elements 
can be shown. Hereafter the resident can draw a desired floorplan with 
all the tools available, like placing walls, doors, windows, etc. If a resident 
cannot find the ideal layout, he or she can ask a professional to help 
with the design. When finished, the layout will be send to a server, which 
generates all the required CoBrick elements to build the space. The 
CoBrick system consists out of ‘all in one blocks’, with thermal insulation, 
piping for electricity and plumbing integrated. The CoBrick is 3D printed, 
which makes it possible to create all kind of sizes and types, so the created 
spaces will perfectly fit the needs of the residents.

The CoBrick System consists out of multiple types of elements; base 
elements, columns, beams, wall bricks, floor bricks and roof bricks (figures 
6.7 to 6.11). These elements are now described in further detail in one of 
the possible orders of placement. 

• The façade element is moved to the desired position (figure 6.12.1&2)
• The base elements are placed at the boundaries of a space and at 

places where internal walls are required (figure 6.12.3). 
• The beams for constructing the roof are placed (figure 6.12.4). 
• The first parts of the columns are placed between the base elements 

and the core structure or beams (figure 6.12.5). 
• The wall, roof and floor bricks are placed (figure 6.12.6).
• The second parts of the columns are placed, to fix the wall bricks in 

place (figure 6.12.7).
• Cover fills are clicked on the columns to hide the bolts (figure 6.12.8).
• Elements from third parties, like doors and windows are placed in the 

wall bricks (figure 6.12.9).

Building system

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
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1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

Figures
Left page left, 6.7

Base element

Left page right, 6.8

Columns

Right page top right, 6.9

Wall element

Right page middle left, 6.10

Roof element

Right page middle right, 6.11 

Floor element

Right page bottom, 6.12

Building sequence CoBrick
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PROCESSING
All the elements of CoBrick will be automatically 
generated and send to a 3D printer. Looco will show 
the cost and approximate printing time. When the 
resident has confirmed his layout, Looco will send 
the data to a server which will calculate the size of the 
Bricks, create a 3D model of the bricks and send the 
models to a 3D printer.

The current state of the generation of CoBricks can be 
seen in appendix 1, page 134.

PROPERTIES
CoBrick is 100% 3D printed with the use of two 
materials, a composite and PLA. PLA (polylactic acid) is 
derived from renewable recourses, and therefor also 
known as a bioplastic (Creative Mechanisms, 2017). 
The biggest advantage of a bioplastic is that it can 
be melted down and reused. PLA has good thermal 
insulating properties and is already used to make 
thermal insulation plates for houses (Noordegraaf, 
2013). The outer shell of each CoBrick is made of a 
composite, to give the columns and beams more 
strength and make the bricks resistant to fire and 
other heat sources.

Figure 6.13, prototype scale 1:10

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
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PROTOTYPE
A prototype of the CoBrick is 3D printed, to 
experiment with the possibilities of 3D printing 
technologies. First some elements scale 1:10 are 
printed, on this scale the accuracy of the used 
printer can be seen. All corners, borders and 
notches are nicely printed, considering the small 
sizes of sometimes 2mm. However, the recess at the 
bottom of the element is not printed well, which was 
considered as a problem, which occurred because 
of the small scale. Thus, two CoBricks with a smaller 
size (to reduce the amount of material) and with a 
scale of 1:3, were printed. These CoBricks can click 
on top of each other, thus the assumption of a to 
small scale in the first prototype was confirmed. 
However, some other problems occurred, firstly the 
top of the bricks are not flat anymore, which could 
be a result of too large gaps in between the infill 
structure, which is generated automatically by the 
3D printing software. Secondly the bottom of the 
CoBrick has a little recess at the sides, which was not 
drawn in the 3D model. The recess could be a result 
of the contraction when the PLA is cooling down. 
In general the prototype is successfully printed, all 
the problems which occurred were due to the 3D 
printing process and not the design of the CoBricks.

Figure 6.14, top image, prototype scale 1:10, bottom images, prototype scale 1:3
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Structural design
GRID
In the Dutch building regulations a minimum width of 
3200mm is set for the main living space of a house, 
which will usually be the living room (Bouwbesluit, 2012). 
But other research has shown that a width of 3600mm 
is required for a comfortable living in the most common 
functions, like a two-person sleeping room and a living 
room (Bouwen en Leefbaarheid, 2012). The final grid 
size, which is 3900mm (3600mm excluding structure), 
is based on the required dimensions of the smallest 
typology, which is a studio. Other typologies are based 
on a multiplicity of the studio dimensions and valued on 
their spatial qualities. These qualities are derived from 
standard dimensions of primary functions plus space 
needed to move freely without obstacles.

The maximum depth of the plots is 7800mm. Research 
has shown that the maximum depth of a space with light 
from one facade is equal to two times the height of that 
space (Uytenhaak, 2008). Which is 5600mm in my design. 
So, by designing a living room with a depth of 5600mm 
there is room for an entrance hall or a balcony. When a 
space of more than 5600mm is desired, windows can be 
placed in the wall facing the public spaces to have extra 
indirect light in the room.

UP

3900

3600

Figures
Left page top, 6.15

Floorplans grid 3600mm

scale 1:200

Left page bottom, 6.16

Floorplans grid 3900mm

scale 1:200

Right page, 6.17

Illustration of concrete structure
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STRUCTURE
As discussed earlier, the structure of the building consists out of two layers. A fixed core structure, 
casted out of concrete, which has a structural function and houses all the installations. And a 
secondary structure for each facility or apartment, which is 3D printed, placed on the core structure 
and which supports only itself.

The core structure is totally casted in concrete and consist out of slabs, columns, beams, cores and 
floors (see next two pages for sliced figures of the structure). The slabs form in combination with 
beams, a monolithic structure which is stable in one direction and will take most of the vertical forces 
and will redirect most of the vertical forces into the ground. The floors of the public streets and 
squares redirect the horizontal forces in the other direction to the building cores, which make the 
building stable. The columns and floors which are attached to the slabs, form the base of the plots. 
These floors redirect the horizontal forces to the slabs and the columns take the vertical forces of 
the 3D printed structures.
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Figures
Left page top, 6.18 

Construction principle, black core 

structure, red infill structure

Left page bottom left, 6.19

Structure of first 2 floors

Left page bottom right, 6.20

Part of building used for 

figures 6.19, 6.21, 6.22

Right page top, 6.21

Structure of  first 3 floors

Right page bottom, 6.22

Structure of  first 4 floors
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DETAILING
Steel profiles are attached to the main structure, to easily attach and 
detach the 3D printed elements at the main structure, without damaging 
the main structure (figure 6.23). Before the elements are placed a rubber 
layer is placed to reduce the structure-borne noise. The 3D printed 
elements are placed and sealed with kit, to make the space water sealed. 
The 3D printed elements consist out of two materials. The outer layers is 
made of a composite, which is heat resistant and the core is made out of 
insulating PLA. 

CoBrick wall element
with eletrical outlet

CoBrick base element
Sound insulation
Rubber mat

CoBrick wall element
with sewer pipe

CoBrick floor element

Sealing compound

Steel profile

CoBrick roof element

Recess for wall attachments
CoBrick top wall element 

part 1 & 2

Figures
Left page, 6.23

Detail of attachment CoBrick to core 

structure, junction of 3 apartments, 

vertical detail, scale 1:5

Right page top, 6.24

Floorplan, red ventilation, green 

drainage system, scale 1:100

Right page bottom, 6.25

Render installations, red ventilation, 

green drainage system
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CoBrick wall element
with eletrical outlet

CoBrick base element
Sound insulation
Rubber mat

CoBrick wall element
with sewer pipe

CoBrick floor element

Sealing compound

Steel profile

CoBrick roof element

Recess for wall attachments
CoBrick top wall element 

part 1 & 2

INSTALLATIONS
The installations are all integrated or attached to the main structure of the building. The 
drainage system is integrated into the structural slabs and can be accessed on every floor 
(green in figures 6.24 & 6.25). When an apartment or facility need to be attached, the sewage 
pipes can be 3D printed into the elements and lead to the desired location. The complexity 
of the elements is for the 3D printer not relevant, so the sewages pipes can be printed along 
the shortest path, which reduces the number of corners in the pipes and therefor the change 
of obstructions inside the pipes. The ventilation shafts and electrical wiring are horizontal 
orientated and attached under each floor (red in figures 6.24 & 6.25). When ventilation is 
needed a smaller ventilation pipe can be connected between the main ventilation shaft and 
the ventilation pipes printed in the CoBrick elements.

GSEducationalVersion
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Café

Meeting
rooms
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DE PASSAGE, THE HAGUE, THE NETHERLANDS
Herman Wesstra jr. en J.C. van Wijk

De Passage in The Hague, the Netherlands, has an inviting entrance. The 
entrance is not too big, it gives a clear view of what is inside and the relatively 
low ceiling blocks the view to the inside of the roof structure. Therefore, your 
first impression of the inside street might be that it is outside, but when you 
walk through the entrance you will notice that it is inside. The entrances are 
only closed off at night with a gate that is placed a couple of meters inside the 
building. This way the façade of the building never gives a closed impression, 
but hints that during the day you can enter the building. The entrance is marked 
with stone decoration that give the impression of columns with a triglyph on 
top, which together form a passageway through the building. Because these 
decorations are relating to passageways of the classical order, almost everybody 
can relate to the entrance, which makes it inviting and obvious. The entrance is 
also the transition zone between outside and inside. Because of the lowered 
ceiling you experience that you are going through an archway which brings you 
into the indoor street. On the contrary the shops are, which start immediately 
at the beginning of the passage, just like a normal corner between two streets. 

 Interest: A building with an indoor street that is visited frequently
 Characteristics: Modest entrance, highlighted with ornaments,
 continuation of the street
 Inspiration: Small details can make the difference; an entrance can be
 seen as an entrance without screaming for attention.

THE BURLINGTON ARCADE, LONDON, ENGLAND
Samuel Ware

The Burlington Arcade in London, England, has an archway as entrance. The 
archway functions as a picture frame, that is nicely fitted in the façade of the 
building, but reveals a totally different infill. Like a picture frame, is the archway 
a frame for the shopping arcade. It let people focus on the fact that there is 
something inside. And inside is a street with shopping stalls, that are designed 
like mini buildings along a street. So, the arcade feels like a continuation of the 
streets even while it is inside a building, because people will recognize it as a 
street. In contrast to the Passage in The Hague, the Burlington Arcade has no 
transition zone from the outside to the inside. The front shopping stalls are part 
of the façade of the building, and because of the narrow sidewalk along the main 
street, you are already almost inside if you stop in front of the arcade. Which 
gives a low threshold to go inside.

 Interest: There is no transition zone, from the outside to the inside,
 however there is no clash between the two neither.
 Characteristics: Entrance which is the façade of the building, works like
 a picture frame. Confronting people with what is inside, will attract them
 to go inside and look.
 Inspiration: Let people immediately focus on what is inside, so that the 
 threshold to go inside is very low.

Inspiration

Figure 7.1

Entrance Passage

Rob Severijnen

Figures
Left page bottom 7.2

Entrance Burlington Arcade

Istvan Csuhai

Right page middle, 7.4

Residential Towers, ODA

Right page Bottom,  7.5

A Vertical Street, Elly Ward
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VERTICAL STREET, ODESSA CITY, UKRAINE
Sergiy  Prokof`yev, Arsenii Kuznetsov, Oleksandr Garashchenko

Residential towers have usually a uniform design, the building has one gesture 
with only one façade, so it expresses only one identity in the city. The infill is 
already determined and before it is build we know how it will look like. As a 
reaction, Vertical Street is a tower designed so that it can evolve in time (eVolo, 
2010). People who are willing to live in the tower can buy a three-dimensional 
space and build their own house on it, so all the individuals will influence the 
appearance of the tower. Depending on the needs of the residents, they can 
build a house with yard up to three stories, with no limits given by the structure of 
the tower. Because the houses will all be built on platforms that can be attached 
as big cantilevers to the main structure. Like with normal housing, people can 
build what they like, and express and use their national, cultural, traditional and 
ethnic identities.

 Interest: Vertical street is a high-rise building which can evolve in time. 
 The design of the building gives residents the opportunity to express 
 themselves.
 Characteristics: One main structure, that is expandable by attaching 
 platforms, which functions as ground-level for a house.
 Inspiration: Extreme example of residents that can influence the 
 architecture of a high-rise residential building.

RESIDENTIAL TOWERS, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, USA
ODA

At the waterfront in Brooklyn, ODA designed three new residential towers, that 
introduce a new sense for community (Overstreet, 2016). The design has shifting 
floorplans that create more outdoor space than usual, which makes it easier for 
residents to have interaction.

 Interest: Creating a community, by designing more outdoor space
 Characteristics: Only a couple of typologies and different floorplans, 
 however many opportunities for interaction by rotating and shifting the 
 floorplans.
 Inspiration: Creating new opportunities for interaction between residents 
 with a minimum of alterations

A VERTICAL STREET
Elly Ward

A spiral tower that contains off a one mile long spiral street with shops, 
workplaces and homes. Elly Ward placed a three-meter-wide street inside the 
building to encourage interaction between residents, with the focus on children. 
In modern cities, there is less opportunities for children to play and learn on and 
from the streets, because there is a lack of (safe) cities space. Elly Ward thinks 
that children are the key for a lively city. So, by designing a neighborhood inside 
a single vertical building, she creates a new kind of community, where children 
can explore the streets again. Because the main street is situated inside the 
building, it will be the center, a theater where everything is happening. Offices 
are in between the houses, and have a small shop close by, so employees of 
companies can live close to their work.

 Interest: Creation of a vertical high-rise residential building, where social 
 interaction and safety are the connecting characteristics of the design.
 Characteristics: Width streets, diversity of functions, creating a community
 
 Inspiration: Focus of one or two aspects that will be leading in the 
 creation of a community

Figure 7.3

Vertical Street

eVolo
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PRINCIPLES
The (semi-)public spaces inside the building are a 
continuation of the streets and public areas of the 
Emmasingel Quadrant. They are stacked on top and 
next to each other and connected by streets. The 
created network is for pedestrians only, so there are no 
interruptions by cars and other vehicles, no sidewalks 
interrupted by motorways, but a continuation of 
streets, especially created for pedestrians. In this way, 
residents have the freedom to use the public spaces 
for activities, leisure and meeting others, without 
the feeling of being pushed to the sides. The public 
spaces between all the apartments will create a feeling 
of living directly in a neighborhood, instead of living 
at an anonymous hallway. It should trigger people to 
convert the spaces to their likings together with their 
neighbors.

(Semi-)Public spaces

SQUARES
There are multiple squares inside the building, 
beginning with the one on the ground floor, which is a 
continuation of the main square outside the building 
and the Victoriapark. This square is the main indoor 
square, because all the residents and visitors will 
come here when they enter the building. There is no 
pavement on the main square, only paved paths for 
the main routes which can be extended with routes 
to added facilities or apartments. Because there is no 
pavement but just soil, residents have more freedom in 
creating something here. They can for example, plant 
vegetation or even built a swimming pool. Most of the 
elevated squares have a more local function and are 
therefore smaller. These squares are more suitable 
for semi-public functions, which serve mainly the 
residents and divide the building in more manageable 
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districts. In total, there will live so many people in the 
building, that it is impossible to know everybody, which 
can lead to more individualism because residents, feel 
less ownership and affinity with the spaces. So, the 
secondary squares function as center points of sub 
areas, where residents can focus more on their close 
neighbors and where they have opportunities for 
interaction. The secondary squares create places of 
recognition and distinction between spaces inside the 
building, which will help in the orientation and routing 
trough the building.

All the squares are connected with each other by 
streets and have a maximum vertical distance of four 
floors, so residents have only a maximum of going two 
floors up or down to go to a square. 

STREETS
The streets are 3 to 5 meter wide, to create space 
for activity and to have space to create stairs that 
lead to apartments one level above. Some streets 
are the connection between two squares, some are 
circular and others have a dead end to create a more 
private feeling. The streets are positioned so, that all 
the spaces available for apartment can be accessed at 
least every 3 floors. The streets are shifted horizontally 
related to each other and in combination with the 
maximum of 3 floors between them, this will create 
a visual connection and interaction between the 
streets on different levels (figure 7.8). The streets are 
painted orange or light grey, orange is the color that 
represents public areas in the building and its main 
route. On the other hand, is light grey for the more 
private streets, like dead end streets or streets which 
are only accessible for residents. The closed streets 
act like a small apartment building inside the building. 
These streets have a main entrance which is only 
accessible for the residents and a central space for the 
mail boxes. 

Figures
Left page top, 7.6

Design concept

Left page bottom, 7.7

Render top square, residents who extended their 

apartment in public space

Right page, 7.8

Principle of stacking streets and squares
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7.9, Part of building for figures 

7.10, Public space on the ground floor

Square
Street
Private street

7.11, Public space, 7.10 + first floor

7.12, Public space, 7.11 + second floor
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7.13, Public space, 7.12 + third floor

7.14, Public space, 7.13 + fourth floor

7.15, Public space, 7.14 + private plots
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Morphology
The building is shaped after both concept and context. 
The shape should form a whole and at the same time 
show the ability to change. The form must create 
public space inside and connect to the public space 
outside. The volumes must appear independent, 
like the buildings in its surroundings, but still have a 
connection with each other.

So, the main volume is U-shaped and opened at the 
side of the Victoriapark. The U-shape creates a square 
in between the volumes, which makes the connection 
between the city and community. The second smaller 
volume is placed in the opening of the U-shape to 
define the square and besides the area in front of the 
southern building (figure 7.16). 

The tower is positioned in the northwest corner of 
the area to have minimal impact on its surroundings 
considering the position of the sun. At this position the 
tower can also function as a landmark for the area, 
like the Regent is for the southeast corner of the area 
(figure 7.17).

The sculptural shape creates different sizes of public 
spaces inside the building. Each floor of the building will 
be different and thereby suitable for different kind of 
functions and activities. The shape is determined with 
the use of a one directional grid. Because the grid has 
only one direction it creates freedom in this direction 
for placing elements. The shape is formed in four 
steps: Firstly, double curved surfaces are designed by 
considering the position of the sun, distance between 
building and the height of the volumes (figure 7.18.1). 
Secondly, intersecting lines are drawn parallel to the 
one directional grid, with a fixed distance between 
them, which represent the height and grid size (figure 
7.18.2). Thirdly all intersection points of the lines with 
the surfaces are taken (figure 7.18.3) and used as 
center point for the 3D plots (figure 7.18.4).

Right page top, 7.18

Steps of creating the form

Right page bottom, 7.19

Final form of building, 

including cores 

Figures
Left page top, 7.16

Defining of areas

Left page bottom, 7.17

Two landmarks for the area, 

shadow casting of tower, 

scale 1:5000
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The height of the volumes is determined with the 
use of the surrounding buildings and the preliminary 
research. Research has shown that the connection 
with ground level is lost at the fifth floor (Gehl, 2010). 
At the fifth floor and higher you will only have contact 
with other buildings with the same height and the 
atmosphere. The volume of the building at the edge of 
the main square is four levels in height (figure 7.19), to 
make a connection between everything situated at the 
main square and the square itself. Four levels is the 
same height as the nearby Ventosenflat. The resistant 
part of the volume has the same height as the rest 
of the surroundings buildings which are all around 40 
meters in height. And the tower is 100 meters in height, 
which fits the Eindhoven skyline, with buildings that 
have a similar height, like the Admirant and Regent.

The building cores, which house vertical transportation, 
are placed against the main volumes at the planar 
facades. The cores refer to the industrial heritage of 
Eindhoven, which are mostly concrete buildings with a 
solid appearance that also have vertical transportation 
at the ends of the building.

1 2

3 4
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Entrances
A neighborhood has streets, which are accessible for 
the public. People use streets for transportation or 
because there is a reason for them to go there. So, 
to design a vertical neighborhood, the streets and 
squares inside the building should be accessible 
for the public and there must be a reason for them 
to go there. However, before people will access the 
building they need to know where the entrance is and 
the entrance needs to welcome them. In other words, 
an entrance needs to be distinguishable, its position 
needs to be highlighted, people do not have to gues if 
it is an entrance, because they know it is. Therefor, the 
entrance is one of the key elements for public building 
to work as intentioned.

The entrances are all similar in appearance, no 
distinction in type of entrances is made, the entrances 
will have one uniform appearance.  A border in the 
orange accent color functions as a frame for each 
entrance which marks its position in its surroundings 
(figure 7.21). The entrances can be closed by doors if 
desired by the residents, initially the doors are always 

open. Those doors are recessed in the frame, to give 
the idea of a pass way instead of a barrier even if the 
doors are closed. The recess also creates a canopy in 
front of the entrance. Canopies at edges of squares 
create opportunities for people to have social contact 
and create a dry space when it is raining. The southern 
entrances, which are located at the Victoriapark, have 
an entrance in an entrance (figure 7.20). The outer 
frame suggests from a distance that there is happening 
something inside the building, but the inner frame 
marks the actual entrance.

The entrances are positioned at various locations 
(figure 7.22), to make an easy transition between 
outdoor and indoor streets. The three main volumes 
all have an entrance at the Victoriapark and main 
square, so people can take a route through the 
building. At the north side of the building are some 
smaller entrances situated which will mainly function 
for people who arrive by car, bike or want to unload 
goods from a vehicle. 
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Figures
Left page, 7.20

Impression of entrance connected 

to the Victoriapark

Right page top, 7.21

Impression of entrance connected 

to the main square

Right page bottom, 7.22

Map with all entrances

Scale 1:2000
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The flexibility of the building results in all different 
kind of possible floorplans. In figure 7.23 the floorplan 
of the ground floor is displayed when the building is 
completely empty. The form of the floorplan is a result 
of the curved shapes of the building discussed in the 
morphology section. The one directional grid is clearly 
visible with the structural slabs and column. Between 
these slabs and columns the 3D plots are situated. The 
3D plots all have a façade element, which is standing 
on its primary location to close the building of from the 
outside and create an indoor climate. These elements 
can be moved to a desired location when someone 
buys or rents a plot. Because all the plots together 
form big parts of the façade, all the plots will have 
daylight at one side and a connection to the inside 
street and squares at the other side. 

Floorplans

GSEducationalVersion

A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Figures
Left page, 7.23

Floorplan ground floor 

when empty, scale 1:500

Right page, 7.24 & 7.25

Parts of building seen on 

floorplans

On the next 10 pages, possible floorplans are drawn. 
On those floorplans, you can see different kind of 
possible apartment layouts, the way they share 
functions and possible facilities in the building. All the 
left pages display a possible situation of a floorplan 
and the right page display the same situation of the 
same floorplan only 10 years later.
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096 097

100 101

098 099

102 103

104 105

GROUND FLOOR
At the bottom, you can see the scenario 
explained in the scenario section of this 
thesis. Two apartments share a stair 
to a shared living room, but 10 years 
later one of the two does not want to 
share anymore. Next, a store is added 
after 10 years and the workshop room 
is expanded.

FIRST FLOOR
Here you can see the shared living room, 
which is shared with two apartments 
on the ground floor, one on the first 
floor and two on the second floor. Ten 
years later another apartment is added 
next to the shared space. Next, you can 
see a shop, which had permission to 
construct a stair from the main square 
to his shop on the first floor.

SECOND FLOOR
Here you see the top two apartments 
which share the living room on the first 
floor. One of the two has reduced the 
size of its apartment after 10 years, 
because the children moved out. This 
way they save rent every month on 
spaces they do not need anymore.

29TH FLOOR
The highest accessible square is situated 
on this floor. A restaurant, fitness center 
and some apartments are established 
here. The two apartments found at the 
bottom have merged after 10 years. 
The family living in the smallest one 
moved out and the family living in the 
apartment next to it bought the plots 
and expanded their own apartment.

30TH FLOOR
This is the highest floor in the building. 
Here you find a bar which is accessible 
by a stair, the stair is situated in the 
public space. The two apartments which 
have merged, both have a stairs in the 
public space as well, to save space in 
their apartment or because a structural 
floor is in the way.
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GSEducationalVersion
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3D printing
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Shop

Shop

1:200
7.26, Ground floor
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GSEducationalVersion

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Workshop

3D printing
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Exposition
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Shop

Shop

Shop

1:200
7.27, Ground floor
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GSEducationalVersion

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Shop Shop
Café

Workshop

1:200
7.28, First floor
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GSEducationalVersion
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Shop Shop
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Workshop

1:200
7.29, First floor
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GSEducationalVersion

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Café

Meeting
rooms

p.31

1:200
7.30, Second floor
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GSEducationalVersion

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Café

Meeting
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1:200
7.31, Second floor
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GSEducationalVersion

A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Restaurant
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Bathroom

p.108

p.86

1:200
7.32, 29th floor
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GSEducationalVersion
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Restaurant
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Bathroom

1:200
7.33, 29th floor
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GSEducationalVersion
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Restaurant

Fitness
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1:200
7.34, 30th floor
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GSEducationalVersion
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1:200
7.35, 30th floor
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Figure 7.36, Indoor public space impression, ground floor
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108 EXTENSIVEFigure 7.37, Indoor public space impression, 29th floor
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SECTIONS
In the section of the first 4 floors of the building, you can clearly see 
the difference between the public spaces and the 3D plots. The 3D 
plots are located at the edges of the building and are mainly occupied 
by apartments or commercial businesses. The public spaces can also 
be used for (semi-) private use, when the residents get permission for 
it, which you can see on the ground floor. Two apartments have an 
extension in the public space which is used as a shop and in the middle a 
blue building is built which contains a workshop. The section also shows 
the differences between streets and squares. Streets are positioned 
along the edges, have a minimum width of 3 meter and always have a 
connection with a square underneath it. Squares are positioned at least 
every 4 floors, so connection is not lost between the private plots at the 
edges and the squares. Floors of the 3D plots are positioned alternately, 
which enables residents to create space with twice the floor height, like 
one of the apartments on the left. The ground floor is not paved at the 
completion of the building, so residents can create on or use the dirt soil 
for special functions, like a swimming pool, planting vegetation or like on 
the rendering play boules. In this scenario residents decided to make all 
the public spaces for pedestrians only, so cyclist have to walk with their 
bike inside the building.
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Figures
Right top, 7.38

Position of section in building

Bottom, 7.39

Section, scale 1:100 at place of section 

cut, rendering on background is a 

perspective view 
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Façades
The building always has a façade, to create a comfortable climate inside 
the building, especially wind in and around the tower are blocked 
this way. The east and west façade of the building are formed mainly 
by separate façade elements located at each plot. When a plot is not 
occupied this element is placed backwards, so together they close of the 
building. When a plot is used, the user can decide where to place the 
element. Thus, the residents have influence on the appearance of the 
façade and consequently the façade will change overtime, because some 
residents will move out and others will move in, but these new residents 
can place the façade element on a new position if they desire. The façade 
elements consists out of four glazed panels (figure 7.41), two static at the 
front, one door at the front and one static panel at the side. Above these 
panels a vent is placed for ventilation. Resident can 3D print smaller solid 
panels to click on to the element if they do not want their panels to be 
transparent entirely.

Figures
Left page, 7.40

Rendering of façade which contains all 

the movable façade elements

Right page top, 7.41

Façade element with one solid panel 

attached

Right page bottom, 7.42

Exploded view of all removable elements
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The north and south façade of the building consist out 
of a curtainwall system, which is cladded with vertical 
hollow elements (figure 7.44). Most of the buildings in 
the surroundings have closed planar facades at the 
sides, to refer to these buildings, vertical elements 
are placed. These elements cover the façade hide the 
structure. However, by creating openings between 
these elements, still parts of the flexible infill are 
revealed to show the flexibility of the building, these 
openings make it also possible for the spaces at the 
sides to create extra windows. The elements are 
placed vertical and not horizontally, to accentuate 
the verticality of the building. This way the horizontal 
distance seems shorter and the façade is more 
interesting when you walk along.

Figures
Left page, 7.43

East elevation seen from the 

main square, scale 1:500

Right page, 7.44

Rendering of south / east 

elevations
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DESIGN OF LOOCO
The core of Looco will host many features, that 
other online platforms already use. However specific 
functions of Looco, are not available in other platforms. 
Thus, there were two options to build Looco, building 
Looco from scratch or use an existing platform and 
change/add function where needed. Both with their 
benefits and drawbacks. Both the options where 
intensively researched.

BUILDING FROM SCRATCH
By developing an online platform from scratch, every 
function can be implemented in such a way that all 
requirements are met. The structure, hierarchy and 
connections of functions can be developed exactly 
as requested. There are no limitations, except 
for the ones you set yourself and the limits of the 
programming languages used. Unfortunately, all this 
freedom has a downside. Most of the functions used 
will already be programmed before, thus work need 
to be done, which can be available only. Furthermore, 
every function developed needs to be tested and 
validated, which will take much time. After a more 
in depth research and some testing with different 
programming languages for online platforms and 
databases, there can be concluded that programming 
the core of Looco like, a login system for users will be a 
research on its own, to make it work correctly and save 
against unwanted request. Moreover, systems like this 
are broadly available on the internet. Thus, a more in 
depth research in existing platforms is done.

Technical background Looco
USING AN EXISTING PLATFORM
The greatest benefit from using an existing platform as 
a base for Looco, is that all basic functions of an existing 
online communication platform can be used. On the 
other hand, changing functions of existing platforms 
can be complicated or even impossible if the used 
platform is not documented well. Thus, the source 
code of the existing platform must be structured and 
understandable otherwise it will take more time to 
adjust functions than make the same function from 
scratch. Besides, must the existing platform be open 
source, to have rights to adjust the platform.

There is a broad range of open source content 
management systems available on the internet, 
which could be useful for Looco. The three most 
popular systems, Drupal, Joomla and WordPress, have 
the biggest community and are well documented. 
Furthermore, are all three of them are PHP, MySQL 
based, which are programming languages I have 
already experience with. WordPress is from origin a 
blogging system, and its structure is therefor based 
on creating posts. This way of creating content is user 
friendly and makes it easy to create much content 
with the same structure and organize it well at the 
same time. Drupal has a similar approach of creating 
content as WordPress, however the way of adding new 
functions asks for more experience in using Drupal, 
because all the functions are more entwined with each 
other compared to WordPress. Joomla is in between 
the other two and has no great benefits or downfalls. 
Thus, a decision is made to use WordPress as a base, 
because the differences between the three are not 
that big and WordPress has the most independent and 
easiest way of adding extra functionality. WordPress is 
very well documented and all functions are described 
in a codex. The ability of creating much content with 
the same structure of WordPress fits the needs of 
Looco, because Looco will be used by many users, 
who most of them will create content as well. The main 
functions like posting ideas and visions and react on 
each other function similar as a blog. Someone posts 
his/her ideas, like a blog post, and others react, like 
a comment on a blog post. The best way of adding 
functionalities to WordPress is by designing a plugin. 
WordPress plugins can use all the available functions 
of the WordPress core and add as many functions as 
desired.
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WORDPRESS ARCHITECTURE
As mentioned earlier, WordPress is based on PHP and communicates with 
the database with MySQL. WordPress has a wide range of public functions 
that can be used in combination with ‘hooks’. Hooks are part of the API of 
WordPress, and as the name already implies, can hooks be used to hook 
into an existing function. This is best explained in an example. In the function 
bellow, a hook is created into the ‘hidden meta boxes’ function of WordPress 
and  additional meta boxes that need to be hidden are added to an array. The 
‘add_filter()’ function hooks the ‘bv_hide_extra_meta_boxes()’  function to the 
correct WordPress function. All available hooks are documented on the online 
WordPress codex (WordPress, 2017).

add_filter( ‘hidden_meta_boxes’, ‘bv_hide_extra_meta_boxes’ );
function bv_hide_extra_meta_boxes( $hidden ) {
    if (!current_user_can(‘administrator’)){ //check if user is not administrator
  $hidden[] = ‘extra-page-post-settings’; // name of box to hide
  $hidden[] = ‘et-post-format’;
  $hidden[] = ‘post-review-box’;
  return $hidden;
 }
}

Because WordPress is one of the most used online platforms, there is already 
a broad range of plugins available. Looco needs extra fields and extra field 
types for creating posts, because more information from the users is needed 
than the standard fields of WordPress. To create those extra fields and field 
types and extra plugin is used, which has exactly the functions needed for 
Looco to create such fields and field types, the plugin is called, Advanced 
Custom Field, (Condon, 2017).

WordPress
Content Managment System (CMS)

WP Core

PHP - mySQL

Functions

Plugins

API (hooks)

ACF
Advanced Custom Fields

LOOCO
the Local Online Community

LOOCO
the Local Online Community

CMS

Figure 7.45, schema of implementation Looco in WordPress
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PROCESSES OF LOOCO
Looco has three type of actors, the users, the 
professionals and the server (figure 7.46). The users 
can sign up on Looco, where they must fill in personal 
information, this information is send to the server, 
processed by the WordPress core and stored in the 
database. When a user is registered, and logged-in, 
the user can use multiple functions. The two main 
functions will be described below. The elaboration of 
the other functions can be found on page 136. First, 
a user can create a facility, which could be a shared 
facility for all residents, a shared living function or 
commercial function. To create a facility, the user 
must fill in as much information as possible, when 
something is not clear the user can ask advice from 
a professional. When finished, the user must choose 
a desired location in the building. All the information 
is send to the server and stored in the database. Here 
after the professional must value the facility created 
by the user and if necessary change some weight 
values, which influence the needed size for a facility 
per person. When the time limit of the created facility 
is over and no objections of other users are made, the 
user of the created facility must choose a layout for 
the facility with the layout editor or ask a professional 
to do it for him/her. The final layout is send to a server 
which processes the drawings and will generate 
CoBrick elements and send the 3D models to a 3D 
printer. When users want to change an existing facility. 
They can use Looco again to make new layouts for the 
facility and the whole process is repeated.

In the next step, (when at least one facility is created,) 
users can view the created facility and are able to 
respond. When they do so, the data of the respondent 
is constantly send to the server and process to calculate 
the influence of the response of the user on the factors 
of the facility. In this way the respondent, can see the 
result of his actions, like the influence on the cost per 
month. If the users submit the response the data is 
send to the server and stored in the database.

DATABASE DIAGRAM
In figure 7.47 the database diagram of Looco is shown. 
Looco makes use of the existing tables of WordPress in 
the database. By using the existing tables, the functions 
of the WordPress API to add or retrieve data can be 
used, which is useful, because WordPress will process 
all the data and reduce the chance of vulnerabilities 
and errors.

Looco uses four tables of the WordPress database, 
and writes data to two of them, the meta tables. The 
meta tables are specially designed for assigning extra 
information to a user or post. The meta tables have 

only four columns, which three of them are only for 
structure. Firstly, the meta id, which is unique for every 
row, secondly, the user/post id, to assign a row to a 
user or post, thirdly, a meta key, which is unique in 
combination with a user/post id, and lastly the meta 
value, which contains the data to be stored. For 
example, Looco stores the CoPoints earned by every 
user in the database, with a meta key called ‘bv_points’. 
Because the combination of user id and meta key is 
unique, every user can only have one times ‘bv_points’ 
assigned to his id. Because the meta tables have only 
one cell for storing values, most of the stored data by 
Looco is stored in an array of values, which counts 
as only one value in the database table. Meta keys 
created by Looco are:

User meta
• post_id: of the post where the user responded on
• bv_points_log: array with all the information about 

earned CoPoints, (time, action, amount)
• bv_points: total amount of CoPoints earned by 

user

Post meta
• user_id_facility: a dynamic key which contains the 

user id in the key, so it is unique for every user, 
contains an array with response of a user on a 
facility

• facility_load: the weight a professional assigned to 
the facility

• bv_time: creation time of facility, to set a time limit 
on the response time for a facility

• bv_location: array which contains information if a 
plot is occupied or not

• bv_in_use: contains the time when a user started 
with choosing a location, so other users can not 
choose a location until the time limit for choosing 
a location is over.

Post meta (ACF)
• field_id: array with information about a field for 

creating a facility

Figures
Rigt page top, 7.46

Process diagram with main function Looco

Right page bottom, 7.47

Database diagram Looco
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data 
calculated

USERS PROFESSIONAL SERVER

sign up

create
facility

chose
location
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layout

change
layout

advice

add
weight

advice/
design

view
facility

respond

data 
stored

data 
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data 
retreived

data 
processed

data 
retreived

data send
to 3d printer

data 
retreived

advice/
design

data 
processed

data send
to 3d printer

data 
stored

data 
stored

ORIENTATION / REALIZATION STAGE

adviceextra 
functions

Users meta

meta_id <<pk>>
user_id <<fk>>
meta_key
meta_value

Users

user_id <<pk>>
user_login
user_pass
user_nickname
user_email
user_registered
display_name

Posts

post_id <<pk>>
user_id <<fk>>
post_date
post_content
post_title
post_excerpt
post_status
post_name
post_modified
post_type
GUID

Posts meta

meta_id <<pk>>
post_id <<fk>>
meta_key
meta_value

Looco
Meta-key (value)
post_id (integer)
bv_points_log (array)
bv_points (integer)

Looco
Meta-key (value)
user_id_facility (array)
facility_load (array)
bv_time (time)
bv_location (array)
bv_in_use (time)

* 1 1 *1 *

ACF
Meta-key (value)
field_id (array)

page 136
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The bigger picture
Eventually the whole process let to a high rise residential building with 
the size and capacity of a small neighborhood. With streets and squares 
inside accessible for the public, where domestic and work spaces, facilities, 
commercial businesses and institutions are established. A building based 
on a community, which is managed online with the use of Looco; an 
online communication platform. Looco is the main key in connecting the 
residents with the same interests, dreams and visions and with the help 
of professionals, these ideas are translated into actual spaces.

The Collaborator is shaped to connect to and to be a continuation of 
its surroundings. The area where the building is in, the Emmasingel 
Quadrant, is designed to attract citizen to the area with the use of a large 
city park, and commercial activity at the edges. The Collaborator connects 
to this activity, by creating more opportunities for commercial activity by 
creating more city space. City space which is formed by a community, 
citizen can join and support this community and play a role in forming the 
city space. It is a community based on a network of relations, were people 
can easily collaborate on a local scale, but use the knowledge globally 
available.

The community resulted in a building, which adapts to its users, with the 
use of Looco, because users can always change the program to their 
likings. The combination of a flexible program of the building determined 
by the community and a central location in the city, results in a building 
which adapts to the needs of the city. If new trends arise which need (city) 
space, citizens can join the community and use unoccupied space in the 
building and built the space they need with the use of the CoBrick system.

The city space inside the building results in a living environment where 
residents of a skyscraper do not have to leave the building to enjoy city life. 
Residents can create all kind of spaces inside the building they normally 
only have in outside city space far from their front door, like playgrounds, 
urban gardens or space to play games. Residents get opportunities to 
get to know their neighbors in these city spaces, the spaces will increase 
physical interaction.

Next, Looco will enhance the connection between neighbors. Looco 
connects residents with the same interest, visions and dreams. Which 
result in more social interaction between neighbors. Neighbors who 
know each other, who share spaces and facilities and collaborate in 
creating their environment, results in a better living quality. Living in an 
environment with people you know and can trust, which is formed by 
everybody’s ideas. 
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Conclusion
At the beginning of this thesis the main research question and three sub-
questions were proposed. First the sub-questions will be answered to 
finally answer the main research question.

How can the link between an online communication platform and the program 
of a high rise residential building encourage social interaction between (future) 
residents?

In high rise residential buildings, no social interaction between residents 
occur except for the moment where residents meet in the elevator. 
High rise residential buildings are designed so that the owner makes as 
much profit as he can, resulting in buildings with doors along hallways, 
where every family is living anonymously. The main reason for this lack 
of social interaction is the lack of public spaces, which is the first step 
in encouraging social interaction between residents. The Collaborator 
has public spaces inside which are property off all the residents and 
the program of these spaces is determined by the residents themselves 
and can be changed whenever they want to. To guide the residents and 
manage the changes, Looco is used. Looco is linked to the program of the 
building, because the location and program of every space is managed 
by Looco. Residents must use Looco to make changes in the program of 
the building. Looco supports residents in determining the program, by 
connecting residents and professionals. The flexibility of the program and 
the ability of Looco to connect residents, encourage residents to change 
together the program of the building, to create spaces where they care 
about and spaces they need. The ability of change, to create your own, 
to build together your own neighborhood, with the support of Looco, will 
encourage social interaction between residents in the building.

How can the sharing of facilities be implemented in the program of a high rise 
residential building with the use of an online communication platform?

Residents do not want to be depended of others when concerned living 
facilities. Houses and apartments are mostly build to be permanent, so if 
you share facilities with others it is most of the time definitive for a long 
period. With the use of a ‘smart’ building system, which adapts to the needs 
of residents and which is managed by Looco, the sharing of facilities can 
be implemented in the program of a high rise residential building. The 
CoBrick system enables residents to easily create, expand or demolish 
spaces, which results in a low threshold of sharing spaces, because the 
sharing is not permanent and can be reversed without demolish your 
own apartment or without moving out. Looco connects residents who 
are prepared to share the same facilities. The spaces needed to share 
facilities can be designed with the use of Looco, so Looco can generated 
the needed elements of the CoBrick system.

What influence has the link between an online communication platform 
and the program of a high rise residential building on the experience of the 
building over a period of 10 years?

The needs of residents will change overtime, because of time specific 
trends or the introduction of new products and technologies. Traditional 
buildings are not able to change their program for these new trends and 
technologies, because they are design for one specific program. Thus, 
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residents can have a negative experience of the building, because they 
must deal with the existing program of the building. Looco stimulates 
residents to adapt to changes in society by connecting them with other 
residents, which think the same about changes. Resulting in facilities in 
the building which are used more and which reflect the needs of society. 
Visitors of the building will experience the building as new with modern 
facilities which satisfy the needs of today’s society, even if the building is 
10 years old.

How can the link between an online communication platform and the program 
of a high rise residential building improve quality of living in this case study?

High rise residential buildings are built to accommodate many citizens 
in a small area. Most of these buildings have as many dwellings as a 
small neighborhood. Residents who live in traditional houses can leave 
their house through the front door and be immediately in public space, 
which they share with their neighbors. These public spaces provide 
place for residents to interact with each other or to organize activities. 
The relationships which arise are all based on local connections and 
contribute to a positive experience of the quality of living. Most of the 
skyscrapers have a lack of public spaces, so residents must leave the 
building and search for those spaces around the building or in other 
neighborhoods. Resulting in skyscrapers populated with people who 
do not have local social interaction, consequently residents search for 
these social interactions on the internet or at other places in the city to 
compensate the lack of local interaction. Connections on the internet or 
at other places in the city do not contribute to the quality of living in the 
domestic environment. Most residents relate the quality of their home 
to their surroundings. With their surroundings they mean, the relation 
with their neighbors, the quality and facilities of their neighborhood and 
the connection with the rest of the city. The quality and facilities of their 
apartment have a minor role in determining the quality of residents’ 
homes. To enable the possibility for residents of a high rise residential 
building to influence their environment and to create public spaces, a 
building with a flexible program is designed. To manage all the processes 
which are involved when all the residents have influence on the program, 
Looco is designed. Looco is the intermediary between the program of 
the building and the residents. The collaboration and involvement of 
residents in the determining of the program, will result in more social 
interaction between residents and a building with a mixed program. The 
diverse program which can be changed whenever needed, connects 
residents with the same interest, visions and dreams and results in a local 
community, where residents can build their own neighborhood. 

With the use of Looco, the process of designing and determining the 
program of a building is changed. Normally the program of a building 
is determined before a design is made. Which can result in an outdated 
program when the building is finished. (Future) residents can only 
determine the program by choosing a building which fits their needs. 
The building designed in this thesis has a program which is variable and 
determined by the residents during and after the design process. Looco 
is the link between the residents and all their ideas about the program. 
Residents with the same ideas can connect with each other and together 
realize their ideas which would not be possible if they wanted to realize 
it alone. Because of this variable program, which is managed and made 
possible by Looco, residents will have more social interaction, a program 
in the building they desire and a positive experience of the spaces, which 
all contribute to the quality of living inside a residential building.
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Reflection
The Architecture & Design systems studio enabled me to do a research 
about the implementation of computer science in the design process of a 
building. I could explore new possibilities for my fascination that buildings 
should be dynamic and react on changes in society by involving the users 
in the design process.

For design systems, I started with basic knowledge about programming 
in web based programming languages. So, I researched more advanced 
programming possibilities, explored the possibilities and limitations 
of different programming languages. Eventually, I created a prototype 
which can execute the main functions of the desired possibilities. Until 
the midterm presentation the developing of the online communication 
platform, was the focus. Because of a time limit, the development of 
the platform switched to researching the possibilities of the platform 
theoretically in more depth with the use of the gained programming 
knowledge, without developing those new functions in the prototype. In 
my opinion this was a good decision, now Looco is a well thought out 
online communication platform, which has potential to be developed by 
a larger team of professionals.

For architecture, I wanted to create a building where the users can have 
influence on the buildings appearance and I wanted to combine this with 
the new trend to build skyscrapers. Because skyscrapers are most of the 
time designed like one uniform shape, where the user of the building 
is forgotten. In the end, I think it was not the skyscraper and its form 
I wanted to change but the experience of huge buildings. Because the 
principles which can be derived from my final design are not specific for 
a skyscraper. The principles are more in general for a huge residential 
building, whenever the building is tall or one big volume with only a 
couple of stories.

The decision to involve users of a building in the design of a building, has 
created many challenges in the design process on all scales. To prove 
the concept of involving residents in the design of a building, I had to 
make more assumptions than I wanted, which resulted in a design which 
looks more static than desired. However, with the use of the same design 
principles and method of determining the form of the building a totally 
different building volume can be made. In the end, there was not enough 
time to show all these possibilities. Which is a pity, because I thought 
out more of the architectural design, than I could show in this thesis. 
Especially the ability of the interaction between the overall shape of the 
building and the design for structural design in combination with the 
CoBrick system. The build could for example also be shaped like 5 towers 
who are all independent. 
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The architectural outcome of this thesis is totally different than I imagined 
at the start, but this is mostly due to making the design more realistic. 
Because of my wide interest in the broad field of architecture and width 
the encouragement of the tutors, I finally elaborated my design on all 
scale levels, from the city scale to a building system and back. I am proud 
of the result, I took all kind of factors in different scales and stages of the 
research into account, which I think, resulted in one coherent design. 
The involvement of residents in buildings and neighborhoods is a new 
trend in current society, and I think that my research has contributed 
to these trends by researching new possibilities with new and current 
technologies. Nevertheless, many more research can be done in this 
subject, to explore which processes are good for involving users and 
which not and new ways of involving users. The design of the planar 
façades, which are not dynamic, could be better, when more involved in 
the overall design process. Now I think they are good, but they had more 
to offer. On the other hand, the concrete cores which are positioned next 
to these façades have a strong architectural value, which connects with 
its surroundings. 
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Future vision
The design of Looco and the building are mainly based on social interaction 
between residents. All assumptions made considering social interaction 
between residents in this thesis are based on other research or projects 
executed by third parties. So, when a fully working version of Looco is 
developed a pilot should be done, to see if all functions are used as they 
are designed and if Looco really has all features needed.

The online communication platform is quite complex and there is room 
for improvement. The developed functions are all working, but still in beta 
stage and not tested intensively. All the functions which are needed to let 
Looco work are described in this thesis, but not all of them are developed. 
The most important function which is not developed is the function to 
choose a layout. Next to this function a program needs to be designed 
which can convert the layout created on Looco to CoBricks, so no human 
intervention is needed to make all the drawings for the 3D printer.

The CoBrick building system can be developed further and needs to be 
tested. Like mentioned in the thesis we can assume the elements will 
have enough thermal insulation, but tests need to be done to test if the 
bricks have enough sound insulation as well. In this thesis, I assume that 
the sound insulation will be like timber frame structures, based on the 
similar weight of the elements. 
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In the current state of CoBrick, the software packages Rhinoceros and 
Grasshopper are used. Grasshopper creates an element depending 
on the input that is given and send it to Rhino where the elements are 
converted to a static object, which is needed for the 3D printer software. 

Current options available for creating elements are:
• Width, the center to center distance between 2 columns
• Height of one wall brick
• Height of column
• Type of wall brick, normal, corner or column (a special brick which fits 

around a column of the core structure of the building)
• Plumbing pipe
• Up, create the mechanism to click on the top
• Down, create the mechanism to click on the bottom

Appendix 1, Current state of CoBrick
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Figures
Left page, A.1.1 & A.1.2
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“I have a dream to design buildings and public places for people where they can, 

enjoy life, be part of society and move freely”
Bram Valk, 2017
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